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Candidates Bid' For
Top Student Positions

•

ing together for future progrcss,•said
Alston . The theme is working toward
Hilltop Staff Reporter
a ''Precedence for PrcJgress'' and
j
lt will take coordination on
Candid,tes crimpetiog for top stu- everybody's part - a unified effort,
dent govetnment positions introduc- Brooks said.
'
ed themselves and their platform
Alston said ''feel free and talk to
themes to a standing room. only us about your concerns.
The
crowd, in the Undergraduate Library res ponsibility lies on you, the
Lecture room last Friday
students to hold your leaders responThe first female slate running for sible.''
,
the positions of Howard University
Brooks said that t·hey intend to do
Student Associat ion (HUSA) presi- their part - both striving for exdent and vice-president are Ona cellence in academia and solving pro1
Alston, a sophomore, currently ser- blems in the real world
.
ving as HUSA programs director and
Wilkins said that in past adYvonne Brooks, the director of ministrations inadequenciCs and
Educate to Libera(e, a youth pro- mediocrity crept in because of pergram sponsored by HUSA .
sonal and character conflicts.
On the opposing ticket for HUSA However , the real issues went half adpres'.ident ahd vice-p resident are dressed if addressed at all, he said.
Ricky -Wilkins, president of the
There was no togetherness of purLiberal Arts Student Counci l and pose and the crucial areas could not
HU~ Director of Research, Educabe addressed because people had the
tion and Development, Herb Lon2 . · attitude that ''I can't get along with
Ca ndidal cs running for the this brother because he doesn't share
Undergraduate Trustee position are my views,'' said Wilkins.
Judy Burgess, a junior psychology
He added that these problems
major, and Lloyd Royal, Jr., a junior could be solved by students being
majoring in Market ing . Ph yllis Ran- more cri1ical of who they elect to
dall, a graduate st udent, is running represent them .
unopposed for the Graduate Trustee
Long said that their administration
position.
would not concentrate on such trivial
things as personal conflicts as did
· The Alston/ Brooks slate stands for
past administrations, but on matters
a ''coali1ion tha1's strong and work, Continued on page 2

NAACP Exec. Leaves Claims CJtapter Suffers

Linda King

Dwayne Boyd
Hilltop Staff Reporter
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Y11t.5/ Hilltop S11ff PholoSr1phcf

Condo Dale and other Howard students protest 1he Greascman's commen1s.

J. Kenneth Hawley, chairman of
the executive board of the Howard
University chapter of the NAACP,
announced that he would be taking
a six week leave of absence pending
his resignation at the organization's
firsr meeting last Thurs<Jay.
Reading a statement before the
assembly, Hawley said, ''My frustra~
tion level has gone beyond its limits .
J.have been accused of taking my job
too seriously and trying to run the

NAACP like HUSA. I'm )lOt willing
any longer to work under such horrid and chaotic conditions."
Carl Touchstone, formerly the
finance committee chairman, will
serve as the acting executive director
until he returns, Hawley said.
He claims that he has been accused of putting to much emphasis on
trivial matters such as preparing a
budget for the academic year, an'd the
upcoming .elections. Hawley, also
contends that the Howard chapter
suffers from a major lack of
organization, that the committees are
ineffectivet...and that memQership has

dropped sharply because of this.
''The general body and the executive board has lost all confidence
in the president and believe that he
is the <:ause of all our problems,'' said
Hawley..
t.
''I k~ew that he was planning to
leave!'' said Joel Collier, president of
' the NAACP student chapter. ''I have
no problems with his wanting to take
a leave, but I strongly disagree with
his reasons . I don't think he should
leave for the reasons he gave."
The current chapter was reinstated

on Howard's campus by Collier after
a two year hiatus . Hawley said that

the National Office of the NAACP
was so eager to have a branch on
Howard's camPus that they just gave
Collier the position of president.
Collier in turn appointed his own
executive board without holding elections, Hawley added. The organization's charter calls for the establishment of an executive board, but
specifies that the members be elected.
The executive board currently exists of Collier, Herb Long, Chris
\\'hite, and Troy White . The majority of the board members were not
present at 1he meeting, but were informed of Hawley's decision at a
Continued on page 2
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Greaseman Stays
Station Loses Ad
William L. Christian
Hill1op Staff Reporter
In an attempt to further
demonstrate against FM radio DC
101 disc jockey, Doug Tracl, known
as the ''Greaseman'' , approximately 70 students quietly protested at 7
a .m. in front of the radio station
located at , l ISO Connccticht. Ave.~

•

N.W. last M.onday.

.

would be fired, according to J1ackson.
''I believe We will be success ful in
getting him fired or lo get con\pany's
to pull ads out, of which will eventually have him fired."
Immediately after the protest
started, a Metropolitan policeman
came over and asked who was in
charge, and warned the crowd to stay
as close to the Puilding and....a s (§f

from the walkway (sideW'illk) as

possible. Following that di,trilction,
The protest is the result of a state- an Asplundh truck driver traveling
ment that the disc jockey made on westbound on M street, yelled out the
Monda'y, Jan . 20,the day Rev. Mar- window, ''Go home niggers." At this
Howard Ringer and Steven Hall plan to make student issues top p~ority ,
tin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday was point, the crowd was energetically
observed nationally .
shouting, ''The Greaseman, the
The Greaseman allegedly joked Greaseman, the Greasem·a n is on fire.
and said, ''If the assasination of one
We don't need no water. Let the
Black leader was cause for a day off, Greaseman burn.''
then killing four more would result
Although the weather conditions
in getting the rest of the week off.''
be elected. ''I want to link the third As a result, Derrick Greer, a junior were not pleasant, protestors still
Candace Campbell
world and other foreign students with in the School of Business, decided to though it essential to ·display some
Hillt op Staff Reporter
lhC activities on campuS,•• said Hall ~ protest Greaseman's statement and tYi>e of disapproval of the D.J. 'sactions. ''It is quite essential to protest
''Adequate lines of communication
''Our slate is intere~ted in dealing between HUSA and the foreign the second protest proved to be because Black people historically
productive.
with inclusion, instead of exclusion," st udent s just do not ex.isl ."
forgive and forget when an injustice
According to a Washington Post
skid Howard University St udenl
Cu rrently the Ringer and Hall are
has been committed. This time we
Association (HUSA) presiden1ial considered a write-in ticket . These article printed Feb. S, People's Drug cannot let this blatant racist get
candida1e, H oward Ringer, when ca ndidales are not official en1ered on Stores withdrew their advertising away .''
contract from the station. It is also
~s ked to identify a goal of his pro- the election ballot . Instead voters in
Additional measures include the
rumored that Kent-Mill Records has
posed adminis1ratipn.
favor of the write ii'!. candidate must also stopped advertising there, said drafting of a letter by HUSA presi.1 •
I
dent Bryant Moore to D.C . Mayor
Running under the campaign literally write in their selection .
Steve
Jackson
.
Because his ticket is in the write-in
Marion Barry, Congressmaq iW alter
heading ''The Resurgence'', Ringer 1
Greer
and
Jackson
were
allowed
iS emphma1ic about hi s decision to slot, Ringer does not think it is as ad- inside the building al approximately FauntroY. and D .C. council
vantageous and is attempting to peti- 8 a.m . to discuss how the D.J. would members. ·
vye for HUSA 's top office.
''I was tired of seeing things being tion the Undergraduate Student -be reprimanded. The group asked
When asked why HUSA has not
Association's
general
assembly
for
run the 'way they have been . Every
'hat Greaseman be fired. However, been actively involved as it was in the
permission
to
rectify
the
situation
.
year there was some kind of scanthe General Manager of D.C. 101, South African protests, Moore said,
dal," he said. ''The lack of' concern
''There has been a discrepancy Goff Lebhar, who was seated with ''We have other priorities. Those
Over matters that concern our student over the election committee's the radio station's attorney, said that priorities being a student credit
body has got to stop . Before I leave g6idelines for the election process," Oreaseman would not be fired .
union, a traffic light at 4th and ColHoward, I want to see the HUSA of- said Ringer . '' I was not satisfied with
The General Manager and his staff lege streets N. W., a march and the
fice address and de~l effectively witti' the election committee's decision. So,
agreed that Greaseman's statement
Co~tinued on page 2
the needs of the sludents. ''
I will bring the situation to the atten- was racist and if it was done again he
Ringer is a 22-year-old fourth year tion of the general assembly.''·
•
student majoring in accounting and
The ·•Resurgence'' slate would like
is a resident of Queens, N.Y. Also · to see a rebirth of student involverunning on ''The Resurgence'' ticket ment in the student government prois Steven Hall, a transfer ~ student cess. ''I would like to see more rela~com the Los Angeles Community tions between the student body .and
College and a soph6more majoring th.! st_udent government,'' said
~ n economics.
Ringer . '' It seems like the two are exIf elected, the Ringer-Hall slate isting as separate entities."
plan to make the issues of the
students their priority. ''There have
Ringer expressed a belief that stubeen the same problems over and dent officials often make their deciover again, but they have not been sions based on their personal
addressed," said Ringer . ''We can preferences. ''They don't make decitalk about security, we can talk about sions that effect the students with the
the shuttle bus hassles, we can talk students' best intere.st in mind," he
professors, but until we begin to ac- said. ''That kind of representation is
tively seek answers to these continu- virtual.''
BIP Cash/ Hilltop Sl.11'f Phototr1J)h<r
ing problems, we are just wasting our
Ricky Wilkins and Herb Lona seek ' 'A Chanac in the Makina."
Ringer is currently president of the
time .''
One idea that Ringer would like to Pan Hellenic Council, a member of·
rsee his administration act on is that the National Association of Black .1
of a job bank. The proposed bank· Accountants, and a member of Phi
would be a vehicle through which the Beta Sigma Fraternity, cine.
Ringer and Hall feel that their
1studcnt body could obtain practical
largest contributions to HUSA would
experience in their chosen field.
''We've looked
, at each college and be their style of governing. ''We have
Lisa R. McCullouah
feeling inside me that I have done •
school to see what each could a humanistic approach to politics,"
Hilltop Staff Reporter
what's necessary to legitimize my
possibly have to offer, and we have said Ringer . ''We ·will be down to '
found that the potential is enormous. earth and deal eff~tively with the
Since the ninth grade Ricky candidacy in a number of areas,'' he
said.
'
Wouldn't it be nice if you never had J>C?.Ple w,e've becQ ~lected to serve.'' Wilkins knew he'd continue his
The campaign slogan, "A Change
to pay to much to have audio or . The, 1mport~nt .ct.ct to ~e1!1ember education at Howard University. At
visual equipment repaired because 1s that I ~ r:unn!~g for~ m1ss1on and the time ~e had no idea where in the Making'', was chosen by
Wil~ins and Herb Long, the vice, Howard was located, but he knew it
you knew that engineering students not a pos1t1on, he said. · .
presidential candidate, because of its
In the wee~s pr~ced1ng the was 8 place that •• had an environwho were involved with the job bank
proaram would be willing to help you February 26 ~lcct1on, .Rin&~r 8:fld H~l ment that nurtured a certain calibre applicability, accordina to Wilkins.
''The slo1an is reflective of that
J:!lan to eradicate their wnte 1!1 pos1- of persons."
•
out.''
which has to occur on this campus,''
Today the 20-year-old junior from
' Hall talked about bridging the gap t1on! . as. well as take the time to
he said.
between foreign students and student fa:m1l1ar1ze themselv~ more closely Memphis Tennessee said he tlso
1overnment as one of the arcatest w~th the needs ~f their would be con- knew that he would ruri. for the ofContinued on page 2
flee of HUSA president. "I have a
tasks that will be addressed should he st1tuent1, he said.

Resurgence Ticket
Must Write-In

•

,

Wilkins and Long
Seek to Shed Light .

I

Ona Alston and Yvonne Brooks arc the first worrien's slalc runnina for HUS>-..

Alston-Brooks Vie
f r HUSA Office

- '

•

the responsiblity of student to hold
their leadership accountable to them,
and it's the responsiblity of elected
leadership or anyone else who collects
''Our motto, 'All we can do we a salary from our student activity fees
must do now' is something that we to be responsive to the needs and
believe in and something that we've desires of the student body.''
exhibited, in'my opiniqn by our past
As part of their second focus, the
perfo rmances and will exhibit as coalition plans to gear their recruiteHUSA president and vice-president,'' ment efforts towards graduate, off.
said Ona Alston, of the Alston- campus and international students.
Brooks Coalition.
'' Both of us would like to reinstate
Alston, a broadcast journalism the International Affairs Unit of
major from Benton, Michigan, is JIUSA, so that the great number of'
currently HUSA's Program Director international students can have an inand is responsible for activities such put and their perspective shown in the
as Community Day.
programs and activities that do on,''
Her running mate, Yvonne
said Brooks.
Brooks, is HUSA's Community
The second point of the platform
Enrichment Director. The print jour- focu ses on the community and plans
nalism major from Hamden, Con- include the continuation of current
necticut is responsible for coor- programs such .as the tutuorial prodinating the tutorial program, gram and the Big Br.others and Big
''Educate to Liberate'', which places Sisters program. Future implemen95 tutors from Howard into ting of a teenage pregnancy prevenneighborhood schools.
tion program is also planned ..EvenBoth Alston arid Brooks are tually they want to org~nize and insophomores, but they feel they are stitutionalize a full fledged communi-'"'
qualified to represent the Howard ty outreach program.
.
University student body. ''I don't '
The third and all encompassing
think you can measure maturity in focus on consciouness is a major part
years. Both Yvonne and I have a long of the coalition's efforts. Activities
history of involvement in addition to and programs are planned to raise the
HUSA,'' said Alston, who is a foun- political and cultural consciousness
ding member of the Howard Associa- of students by having information
tion for Applied Studies, The Na- tables, 1 holding
rallies
and
tional Political Congress of Black establishihg a material aid program •.
Women, and the Black United Youth The Alston-Brooks coalition plans to
(B.U.Y.).
work toward mandating AfroVice-presidential candidate Brooks American Studies at Howard.
said, ''Experience is not just judged
Free South Africa efforts are
by positions held. It's judged by planned with marches at the South
what's done and I think that's A.fri~an. embassy. The consciousness
crucial. Clearly the programs I've o" the students on campus needs to
helped to coordinate and the respon- be raised to another level and that is
siblities that we've taken and assum- one of security. Alston-Brooks would
ed wholeheartedly are good examples like to have programs for incoming
that Ona and I are ready."
freshmen and give them safety
New ideas and nCw programs are pointers on campus and on the cit'Y.
what they have in mind with the campaign slogan ''Setting a Precedent''.
With numerous prolf&llls and iriiBrooks said, ''We will set a precedent
plementations proposed under
i>y being the first two females ever I Alston-Brooks, they said they are
Daphne Moses
Hilltop Staff Reporter

'

elected on a single slate to HUSA and

not only in that area but precedent in
our attitude ot accountability and integrity in what we do.''
... To meet student needs, their pro-

posed platform has three major
focuses: the campus, community and

consciousness. They said they have
noticed a lack·of cohesiveness here on

campus and in hopes of unifying urge
the student body and aovernment to

rely on intearity and responsibility.
Accordina to Alston, ''I think it's
•

seekin& and stressina the need for stu-

dent involvement. Brooks urpd involvement by saying, ''It's a colJec-

tive effort and that's one thing that
we would like lo stress and that we
believe in collective 'action. Ptaicl~nt

Cl\eek is not aoina to ~ this
uruvers1ty and one student aovern.!"ent is not aoing to ~it ..lt'a aa.
tng tc tak~~: udents talttng raiJoo-

1

sibility and 'N the stud~n~an
ment as .a means to aet some thl'W
they want . ''

•

•

•

!
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cont1nuec1 from l"'le 1

Wilkins-Long

wYr"
arriving at Howard in .1983,
ins
a lack of leadership. ''I

~aw
was terribly upset with the student
government when .I got here. I saw
student lea~ers doing what .w~ not
representative of leadership,
he .
1

•

said.
.
. .
.
Jii\t that time his involvement 1n student. gover~ment at Howard began.
During his freshman year he
volunt~red his services to _the Liberal
Arts Student Council. As a
sophomore he was a member of the
H\!SA Student .Co ncerns and
G~1evances Com~1ttee, Programs
D1rect<?r for the L1.beral Arts Student
Council, a!ld president of the Slowe
Hall dori:i11tor)'.. .
.
.
,
If elected ~1lk1!1s said he intend s
to1 sh.e~ a po.s1t1v;,l1ght on. the HUSA
adm1n1.strat1on . Just as It has taken
the act1.on ~f student Icade.rs t? shed
a i;iegat1ve light on HUSA, 1t will take
~ counter·.action to put things in\ ,t he
l1~ht that 1t (HUSA) should be,'i:_ he
said.
·
. !T hree broa,d areas were h.ighlighted
1n the slates .P~rpose - c;ultural
A~areness, ~?l1t1cal Education ~~d
St~dent Act1v1sm . They plan 10 1mpl~me.nt manda~ory courses in.Afro·
Amer1c~n Studies, the expans1~~ of
student s knowledge of the pol1t1cal
system, an~. the .orgapizati?n of
stUdents to act upon any action by
aqyone who disrespect~ the sufferi ng
our people •. " he sa~~·.
~ore hol!,stng fac~l1t1e.s, helter
1nte~ance, . exterm1na11on, a!1d
_wpekly 1nspeet1ons.should be prov1~ed to stud~nts as w~ll .as better sec~r1t~, ~ccor.d1ng to W1lk1~ s. Conc~ rn1n g
r~g1strat1on, the candidates pro~ose
tflat the process could be exped1en1
w~th . the use ~f ruore termin~ls 10 .
al~ev1ate long lines and complicated
PfOCedures .
.
tShuttle bus service is ano1her c<.>n·
c~rn and . they hope 10 pr?".'1de
s~ ud_ent s with prompt and eff1c1ent
se rvice.
.
.
.

l

1 _Com~u~1ty rel~t1ons, char~cter1z-

etl bX w .1lk1ns as very, very 1r:npor.tant ~111 play a st.rang role 1n t~e
c8.mpa1gn. The Big Brothers/ Big
S1i~ters pr~gram and ~ornmunil.Y J?ay
~111 co~~1nue, according to W1\k1ns.
In add1t10~ 1hey have. plans to work
olosely with 1he D.C. Board of
Educa1ion to implement African
Studies into the school system's
urriculum .
,
Working Closely with international
students through orgnaiza1ions such
~s !the Carribean Student Organiza~ion and the African St udent Association, is another area proposed by
their platform . The campus Senate,
the student body, needs to be
revitalized, Wilkins said. ''The Cam·
pus Senate was designed 10 develop
unity among st all the campus
organizations.••

1

Long, a 19-year-old sophomore
from Philadelphis is currently Assistant Director of R~earch, Education
and Development in the HUSA Administration, and vice-president of
the NAACP, Howard University
chapter. As a sophomore he
volunteered with the Stude~ Concerns and Grievances Committee and
was president or· the Gentlemen of
Drew Club.
Wilkins described Long as an asset
to the campaign .•"When he's called
upon, he's able tb produce. He' s in
8 position where- he could assist me
greatly.••
\
Although Long will not seek an office in the NA1\CP next year, he
hopes to work closely with both
NAACP anct HUSA ''I will try to
bring the two organizations together
on some projects,,'' said Long.
''There will be times when HUSA can
aid NAACP and vice versa."
Wilkins attributes the overall lack
of student involVement at Howard to
poor leadership. ''When the leadership of }{USA is sync, Y(e'll be able
to get students more involved," said
Wilkins . He added that factors which
cause student apathy, like ''spencing
students'' money inappropriatel y,
should be examined.
Not only should the leadership be
in tact Wilkins said but it should be
get tin~ belt er each year. ''It is
someth ing terrible when we (HUSA)
have an oustanding year and then a
horrible year follbwing. We as a peopie must be · more crirical of our
leadership. We must hold our leadership accountable."
In light of the dismissal of H USA
presiden1 Emory Cal houn, Wilkins
urges students to ·be even more
critical of 1he candidates. ''lam hoping that student s will be more critical
;because of some of the problems that
have surfacc;d during the last HUSA
administration."
The a political science major and
English minor~ is a firm believer in
posij,ivism. ''All you need is selfconfidence. \Vhen you allO\\'
pessiinis1n to en ter your life you will
be retarded. You'll doubt y~urself. If
you have self-confidence, you' ll continue to push .far beyond what yo4
e\-·cn conceive.··
- - - - - - -- - - Con1inued from page I

Protest
'

Justice .Dcpar1111c111 ·L.) protest U.S .
A11orney General Edwin Meese" s
stands on affirma1ive action ano1her
n1arch on the South African En1bassy, both will occur in April, and
the creation of a pern1anen1 chartered
organiza1ion called Free South
Africa.
Ho'''e\'Cr, ''they -fthe pro1estOrs)
have our support. " said Moore.

•

_,
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Retiree Option. Offered
Andrew Skerrllt
Hilltop S1aff Reporter

An early retirement plan has been
designed recently by the Howard
University Administration in an effort to reduce overall budgetary

costs. The plan, officially called The
Retirement Incentive Plan, is according to Administration spokesman,
Clifford A. Martin, Assistant Vice
President for Human Resources, ''a
once time only deal'' which may net
savings for the Uni\·ersity in excess of
$10 million.
·
The Retirement Incentive Pl:cins as
created within the offices of the
Benefit and Pension AdJ?linistratin
and offers the opportunit>'of an early
retirement to Howard University
employees who have accrued a combination of 70 years which is comprised of perso n's age and service. For
example, employees who are 55 years
and over, who have worked for the
Univer$ity for 15 or more years are
eligib!C.
As designed the Retirement lncentive Plan offers senio1· employees
monetary incentive for early retirement. Eligible employees betweeen
the ages of 55 years and 59 years,
would get six mon1hs pay and their
health and life (ir1surance} free.
Employees between 60 and 65 years
\vould get ti1ree months pay, Life and
Health free with no reduction for early retirement, while those employees
over 65 years would qualify for three
months pay and free Health and Life
(insuranc·e).
The Incentive Plan is being offered
to most of Ho\vard University's fulltime employees. Those who are eligible to accept the plan, include full·
time faculty · and staff members.
Cabinet n1embers, the Board of
Trustees members, faculty employees
\vithless than full·time status, and t
non-faculty hospi1al employees,
hO\\'ever, are not eligib le .
The Retirement Incentive Plan
does not affect ,. t he 10 year old
H 0\\ ard Univcsity Plan. James C.
WJ1i1e. Direc[or of Benefit and Pen·
sion Adn1inistra1ion in an effort to
al lay <1ny .misconceptions abou1 the
plan said, ''the Howard University
Plan is 1101 acfected by this ince111ive
arrangcme11t . ·· This fact \\'as
reiterated~ Ly A ss i ~ta11t Vice President Marlin, \vho said that the lncen·
live Plan does not have anything to
do \Vith the orig inal Retirement Plan·
\\'hich he says remain completely :
intact .
The HoY,.ard Universi1y Retire·
1nc111 Plan \vas es1ablished in July
1976, and replaced a prior i11formal
supple1nentary re1ireme11l plan. Ac·
1

.cording to White, the H.tJ. Retiement Plan is an actuarial plan based
on a life.expectancy of70 years. ''The
norm for Re'tirement Plans is usually 80 years ) however, we used 70
year5i because of the lower life expectancy of or Blacks."
· The Benefit and Pension Administratin has been actively
educating eligible employees about
the Plan (Retirement). ''Our office
held a seminar at the Blackburn
'Center from November 25th to the
27th last year," said White, ''and we
invited the over 4110 eligible
employees to attend.'' Since then the
Benefit and Pension Administration
has endeavoured to send letters to all
those employees in order to make
sure everyone concerned to make sure
that everyone has been notified.
Employees have been showing'
some interest in the Administration's
offer. Since the seminar, over 200.
employees have had or asked for appoint men ts with the . counselor
B.P .A.A. counselors. A number of
senior faculty members have indicated some deliberation but are still
uncommitted .
Dr. Joseph B. Morris, former
chairman of the Chemistry Department, and Dr. Vincent J . Browne,
chairman of the Political Science said
they were considering the offer (Incentive Retirenlent) . ·
.Employees who are contemplating
the offer an early retirement must
decide their course of action within
the next 2 mounths. The deadline for
filling out the required forms is April
30th. ''\Ve have put a cut-off date for
people to accept 1l1e plan in ·order to
give our staff time to process all the
paperwork,'' said White . Ho.1"'ever,
theoretically if someone wants to
retire in June we would not be able
to stop them .
The A'd ministration's latest gesture
comes at a lime of budget cutting.
According to a memo being cir·
culated within 1he Administration,
''the Uriiversity faces a pe[iod of
budgetary tightening which is expected to continue for 1he foreseeable
fu1ure. '' The Retirement Plan the
memo said, ''is designed to foster
renewal wi1hin the Univers it y, flex·
ibility 10 meet emerging needs, and a
sensible a11d fair method 10 reduce
the size of the employee popuation. ''
Marlin bears Ol1t the emphasis on
cut1ing costs. H e sa.id, .' ...th7 plan has
tremendous pote11t1a l 1n savings on
pcrso11nel costs." However he denies
1ha1 the recent enactment of the
Gran1m·Rudman budget cutting bill
prompted the administration's ac·
tion. '' Gramrn · Rud111a11 did not ini1iate these measures, hov.1e,,. cr, the
Bill (Gramm-Rudman) 1nade 1he plan
more attractive .

Tiie .HUltopf!.tbruary 7, 1!116
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(L 10 R) Cadets' Wendell B;g"'jiriC a:ik~, Lisa Dawson
i.n. ,1he

~OT<;

program at Howard Universitv.

• tain rules . According to Dinkins, the
four -year scholarships will be awardHilltop Staff Reporter
ed to high school students with an 850
In an effort to ''decentralize minimum on the Scholastic Aptitude
authority,'' the United States Army Test. The three-year and two-year
has implemented 'Powerdown,' a sc~olars.hips are based on past college
special project in which Colonel academic performance and certain
RObert Dinkins, of Howard's Army discipline requirements, he added. In
Reserve Officers Training Corps addition, all recip•ents will have to
(AROTC) has been given the po~er meet certain physical standards set by
to randomly offer 25 scholarships. the Army.
Although these scholarships dci not . Contrary to popular belief, Col.
cover room and board, they do cover Dinkins said, while scholarship recituition, fees, and provide an amount pients ''sign a contract at the time of
for textbooks, supplies,· and equip- the award, the first year is gratis. If
ment, in addition ~ 'a monthly a student decides during or after the
all.owance of $100 dur\,ng the school first year that the Anny is not for him
term, according to a patpphlet or her, then all we ask is that he
distribUted by the Army .
returns our uniform .''
Col. Dinkiqs said, ''This experiment is an Army · effort to put
,
authority to act at the lowest possiCurrently, there are some 160
ble level in order to expediate certain AROTC students here at Howard
actions."
with 84 on scholarships, racThe scholarships were set to be -'( cording to Dinkins.
awarded between September 1985
'' Howard has produced some exand September 1986, and can be cellent officers ••said Dinkins citing
w<;>rt~ varyi.~g amounts, according to as examples, Andrew Chambers, a
D1nk1ns .. ~ ! .have 14 (our-year Howard graduate who is now a
sc~olarsh1p~, six thr~-year scholar- lieutenant three-star general, in
ships, a~d five two-year scholarships charge of the largest US Army Corp
at my d1SJ?<>Sal, '' he added.
_ in the world, and Brigadier General
In refernng to Howard's Army Ar- Anthony Hines, who is an assignmy ROTC program as having OQe of ment officer for the entire Army.
the best school reputations, Dinkins
Cassandra Ward, a third year
said that Howard is also one of 20
scho~ls out of a t~tal of 356, to take cadet said she benefits from the strucpart 1n the experimental program. ture. organization, and discipline that
·~Howard has the second largest · the Artny ROC program provides. A
ROT<:; prpgr;im,jn lli<·Olllir"Army," f,our-y,e{II sc;holarship recipient, she
c_.ne.c added,...only.-10-be_.,,.ce,ded by said the challen&euhe i.d..fru:e-'1. with
in ROTC training will help her be
Georgetown Univers!_!y.
Although the qualifications and re- successful professionally and perquirements differ for each of the so nally . ''And the increased
three levels of scholarships, all of the availability of scholarships is a
recipients will have to abide by cer· welcome incentive," she added.

Robert L. Frelow, Jr.

.

Continued from page 1

then be good for travel for 15 days from the date
of purchase. ·
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.

Lloyd Royal, Jr., solicited the stu-

,-,.,ust pr~nt a \'lllid coUeg~ student 1.0. card upon purchase. ?'\o other di~n1s
appl}·. Tickets. ~ ~trans(enbk Ind aood for U'i\~lon Gm•houn.J L.inrS. Inc.,
.ndOffi ~' ~Npa~ c:urim· Cmai:ri rntrictions appl~·. Olter etfl'CU\"e 2 7 86.
er ... , ..1...... . Ol\'alidmCanada.
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dent
body's
support . as
Undergraduate Trustee and referred
to himself as a man of intepity, ''the
integrity to thoroughly stand up for
what I believe in,'' he said.

He added that he knew be was
thoroughly qualified to confront the
administration with the concerns of

I

1110 NY Avenue, NW, 565-2662

the student body. "lflbadtochoose

••--••"il'i916iiOiGii"'ll"""""iiiiiiioi"""'iiiiiii';ooc;;·-----------------··------------~·""°'ll;~mo:,:~:;:nd~·:.;•n~ti<i:;·""::.:;"":::r~r"':·~~·-------.J someone
elect me,,,fotheJ_~tion, I would·
1

said~

tions that he made to alleviate the
problems were shot down by the
board.
Carl Touchstone expressed his concern abou taking over Hawley's
position. ''Hopefully I will be able to
see the woblems we have had in the
past and .w ork on them to al1eviate
the difficulties, keeping in mind that
I will only be in this position for a
month and a half.''

'

sion of the chapter will be called on
Tuesday. At this meeting a vote of
''no confidence'' to remove the president will be asked for. ''We've tried
to remove him before but our attempts have been unsuccessful. We
took his word that he would get his
act Jo get her," said Hawley.
When asked what he hoped to accomplish ~Y leaving, Hawley said, ''I
doq't hope to accomplish anything.
I just need to take a break. I do hope
that it will cause people in the
organization to think and cause them
to work harder on these problems.''

I

.

Royal 1s the president of · the

Golden Key Honor Society as well as
a member of the School of Business
National Honor Society, Beta Gamma Sigma.
As Graduate Trustee, Randall said
that she would work strongly in the
interest and needs of all students.
A strategy would be developed in
order to get more scholarship funds

and other

~tudent

needs, as well as

allvocate better housing facilities, she
said.

Randall is a graduate of Southern
Mississippi University with a B.A. in

Sociology.
Sharon Bryant, chairperson of the
Elections Committee, said that the
student gOveryunent has had a history
of scandal with people always poin~
ting out who does what wrona but
that's not the attitude we should
have.
·
•'• we all have to work toaether in
order for the process to go smoothly,
decently, and in order,'' she said.

•

''Just because we do not like what
the body does, does not DK 0 we can-

not be a part of that body and sup'.:
port jt, '' she added.

t1'ii.

· ''Take an active part in what
university stands for,'' st-e said.
'

•

.

According to Hawley, a special ses-

Candidates
,

of crucial concern such as cu1tur8J
awareness, political education and
student activism .
'
''We are looking for a common
denominator not a constant
sepaiator. Come together. A change
is needed, desired, and in the making."
.
Wilkens urged students to Co1ne to
future speak outs in the right frame
of mind - with ' visions of correcting
problems.
· Burgess, a · candidate for
U ndergraduatc Trustee, said that as
a trustee, she would work toward a
stronger alliance with the Board of
Trustees and the undergraduate committees - a quality liason.
Burgess, who has an interst in law
as well as psychology, has worked for
HUSA's A"Cademic Affairs and is
also a member of the student branch
of the NAACP on Howard's
campus.

here we go. '

I

NAACP

previous meeting Sunday.
''Ever since the chapter was
reinstated on the campus, the main
officers, the president in particular,
have been inaccessable," said
Hawley.
•
·
The purpose of the executive boar~
. is to give a majority vote to any decisions conc~rning the organization,
but according to Hawley, the president has made several decisions
without contacting the board.
Several members of the chapter
and various committees expreSsed
concern and dismay over Hawley's
decision to leave. ''I think that it is
a shame that he feels he needs to leave
because he has been a nlajor role in
getting the chapter reiristated. His
leaving can only hurt the organization, said Terri Rogers, chairperson
of the membership c,ommittee.
Another chapter member who did
not with to be identified, said that he
felt that Hawley was ''coping out'',
and that instead of running away he
should stay and try to work things
out. Hawley claims that all ~ugges-

This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking about heading to the slopes, the
beach or just home for a visit, Greyhouncr'can
take you there. For no more than $59, one way ,
if you buy a round-trip ticket.
From February 7 through May 19, all you
do is show us your college student I. D. card
when you purchase your ticket. Your ticket will

.
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Rainbow To Save The U.S. Family
Beverly Hunt
Hill1op S1aff,Repor1cr

Spurred by the recent CBS
documentary on the Black family,
The National Rainbow Coalition an·
nounced a plan to save the American

famly .
Rev . Jesse L. Jackson, chairman
of The National Coalition, addressed the issue on Capitol Hill this week

before the House Select Committee
on Children, Youth, and Families.
- ''It is important to note, saiC:

Jackson, that it is the ~merican fami·
ly that is in trouble, not just the Black

American family."
Jackson told the committee that
the crisis confronting American
families could be attributed to three
dimensions: the ethical collapse, the
ethnic dimension , and the economic

dirtiension.

·

''There has been a loss of morale
an'd a lowering of morals," said
Jackson.
.
Jackson cited the loss of the will to
resist injustice a-A ..... .,pression as a
major reason 1!0:..- .ng to various
fdrn1s of immoral e~apism. ExaljTlples of suc h behavi · ere shown
in the T. V. doCumentary ·n he forms
of sex without love resultng in babies
making babies. Drug abuse, violence,
, and fratricide (the murder of a sibling) were other actions that seemed
' common in the lives of the people
displayed o n 1he program; Jackson
did no1 see these actions as being
justified .
''While victi ms of an unjust
dconomic and political order are not
responsible for being down,'' he said,
''they are responsible in getting up .''
Just because you are born in the
slum, 'the slum does not have to be
born in you.
.Jackson advocates three options to
the poor: surrendering spritually and
escaping through drugs, sex and
wiolence; rioting; or choosing to
coalesce and join with others in the
resistance of such temptations .
Jackson ' went fur1her to explain
that though the documentary was acjc urate as far as it went, it did not go l
far enough~ ''The truth is a variet)'
of groupings in America, not just the
Black family grou;-_,, is being con-

.,

''

•

46 % Of U.S •
Blacks Are
Behind Bars

cd, '' Jackson said urging the need for
the private sector to be creative and
put forth new initiatives reflecting
Robin Undsay
their social resporisibility . .
Hilltop Slaff Reporter
The Rainbow challenges those on
the House Select Committee on
wedlock child-births to white Children, Youth and Families to help
"'Blacks Behind Bars: and the
teenagers is on the rise (12.3 percent). in changing the current welfare
American Prison System'' was the
Problems of other minorities were system, allowing it to give way to a
topic discussed by Timothy Dockett
discussed: Native American families, new human development .
of the Black Progressive Movement
''The government must provide
left untrained, unemployed and idle
in the Undergraduate Library Lecture
on reservations · and on inner -city opportunities for individuals to
Hall January 23 .
streets were shown to have a high rate become producers and providers and
The Black Progressive Movement,
of alcoholism; Hispanic families were not just consumers;'' Jackson said.
based in Alexandria, Va., was started
''We must be concerned with pro-·
found to be in jeopardy as well, left
in' l982, and is concerned with makdisproportionately unemployed, un- viding people with fishing poles sO
•
ing people aware of prQblems concertrained and working as migrants-- they can fis h for themselves ~nd not
ning Black people through speaking
often operating against language and merely with giving them fish,'' he
at high schools, colleges, communiconcluded .
cultural barriers.
~--------------------------' ty and church functions.
l:iomelessness, a perplexing situa''Blacks account for 46 percent of
tiOn facing the District of Columbia,
the prisoners in the U.S. and D.C.
was found to be growing factor in
has the highest imprisonment rate of
destitution . The rainbow coalition
young Blacks,'' Dockett said . The
brought to light a recent surveyof 25
average young man in the ghetto will
cities that found on an average, the
learn to survive through the barter
demand for emergency shelter inand trade system in criminal society,
creased 25 percent in nine out et" :en
CARRY OUT & TABLE SERVICE
using skills which are often funcities studied in 1985 .
damental for survival. Such skills as
1829 COLUMlilA ROAD, N.W.
reading and writing are not mastered
WASHINGTON , D.C. 20009
because people become trapped "in
74f>.7495
their enviroment.
''The United States' solution to
crime is to build bigger prisons
•
meaning--more Blacks will be lockCall la ..... _ one! food will be ready
· 14 INCH
10 INCH
•
ed up,•• Dockett said, ''Because the
SMALL
LARGE
prison system generates revenue for
PV.IN with 0 - 4 Tomato ... . ........ . $3.SO
$3 .15
the government. ''
with One Topping . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.15
$6.00
''No one should go to jail,''
•
, with Two Toppiags . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . $4.80
Dockett said. ''I'm not saying that a
$6.85
criminal should not be punished, but
•
with Thr<e Toppings .. . . ...... . ... . $3.45
$7 .70
first a psychologist should diagnose
with Four Toppillgs . . . . . .. : . . . . . . . . '6. 10
$8 .55
why they have criminal tendencies
''The loss of morale ca n be ator
with Everything . ...... .. ...... J $6.SO
$8.87
and work at cor recting such
tributed, in part, to worsening
behavior," Dockett said.
economic conditions for families and
net-,.., F•: ... Tflf'I.. ..: ''ll••a:::i • S-•MP • MtuluNlu • Fralt Gtw•
''Black women are also being locka lessening of opportunities legally
,, ; ; dli
¢ up," Dockett said. For every 76
provided b)' the government," said
•A_..ria •O ·· ·-•MMlllMU•
0...u•
Black wome_n in jail for a crime, there
· Jackson .
·•
are only 14 white women in jail for
Since 1981, $60 billion has been cut
in programs for children and
the same crime, he explained. Black
women are more likely than white
families, including AFDC, Medicaid ,
---------------------------------------------~~-~-~--·------------······------women to go to jail for any crime, he
Food Stamps and nutrition and
added.
education programs. Jackson con'
tinued by pointing out that the failure
Ona Alston, HUSA programs
director CVtd HUSA presidential canto pass the Equal Rights Amendment·
•
and failure to enforce affirmative acdidate, said iri co·nclusion, ''we need
C••••• ...... ollJ wttlt tkwa• t.D.
to get to know who we are as people
tion also contributes to undercutting
families--especially si ngle, femalein heart and mind before we attempt
to solve problems Blac;k people are
headed households.
faced With, I.)..
•' .
I • •
''The solution must be broadbasfronted with a collapse of the family
structure," Jackson said.
The research of the Rainbow
Coalition provided research to prove these statements. Among their findings " 'as the statistic that out of
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economic and political
order are not responsible for being down."
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A.p plications are now available for the Editor-in-Chief and for _ihe Business M~nager
of the 1986·87 HILLTOP in Room 117, Office of Student Activities, Blackburn Center.
'

.,

.'

•

•

APPLICATION DEADLINE
FEBRUARY
20, I986

EDITO·R r lN ·CHIEF

BUSINESS MANAGER

·Produces the HILLTOP
-Supervises Staff
·Manages Facilities
-Develops Yearly Budget
·Serves on Hilltop Board
·RECEIVES ANNUAL STIPEND

-Provides financial reports
·Maintains fiscal records
-Accounts for all income/expenditures
-Assist Editor in all business policies
·Assist Editor in fiscal policies
·RECIEVES ANNUAL STIPEND

Applicants for bo~h positions must be in ao~d academic _standing (2.S) GPA and ·
currently enrolled at Howard full time, and remain so Fall .1_98ff and Serini 1987;
semesters. Other requirements and qualifications are .attached to the applications.

MEETING SCHEDULED FOR ALL APPLICANTS
•
.

All prospective applicants for Edltor·ln.Chlel and Buslneu Man. .er
Wed. Feb. •2t •986,
Room •26
Blackburn Center
4100 p.m •• 5130 p.m.

•

¢ome to tbla Informative HUion and learn more about the position• listed above.
•
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Duvalier opponent, believes the death
to11· is much higher.
.
After it was reported that Duvalier

Funwako Dlaminl
Hilltop Staff Reponer

had fled the country last Fric(ay, he
made an appearance on J-Jaitian
television and pronounced that he'
was still in power and ••firm as a
monkey's tail.'' In answer to a
reporters "'q uestion · about U.S.
Secretary of StatC George P .
Schultz's call for democratic elections
in Haiti, DuvaJier reportedly told the
journalist, ''I am president for life .
What elections are you talking
about?''
According to a State Department
Lanita Pact
o fficial, aid to Haiti will be cut back
Hilltop Staff Reporter
because of its continued human rights
abuses. A total of about $52 million
The political reign of Haiti's in aid including humanitarian
President-for-Life, Jean -Claude
assistance had been allocated for
Duvalier teeters on collapse as mass
1986. Haiti, the poorest country in
demonstrations continued for these- the Western Hemisphere, will con1=ond sttaight week. The protest s,
tinue to receive shipments of food
which first erupted ih Cap-Haitian on
and other humanitarian aid . But
the island's northern coast and direct aid to the Government, such a~
Gonaives, the central city whose budgetary support , will be cut back.
residents have been at the forefront The State Department has also anof opposition to Duvalier, have been
nounced that it is seeking authoriza_ the largest and most widespread tion to send planes into Cap-Haitian,
demonstrations against the Duvalier one of the hot-spots, to pick up
rule .
Americans who want to leave.
The Associated Press reported that
Three Howard University faculty /
Duvalier requested political asylum in members, Dr . Ducarmel Bocage of
Greece and Spain, and shleter in the Department of Economics, Dr . ,
Switzerland and was turned down by Joe Ha rris of the Department of
all three European countries.
Hi story , Dr. Gwynette Lacy of the
The Duvalier family has ruled School of Business and Alice Green
Haiti for nearly 30 years. Jean- Barnett, director of University
C laude Duvalier, called ''Baby Development and C harlynn Tyne of
Doc," succeeded his father, Francois Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
Duvalier, ''Papa Doc," as president were in Haiti during last week's
unrest .
in 1971 at the age of 19.
Just three months ago, public ''We saw no demonstrations no
riots ... the streets were deserted,'' 'said
unre~t was rare in Haiti . Th.e disturbances began in December, 1985, Barnett Who led the team of faculty
when four young people were killed members who were there to design
by securit y forces during an anti- programs for a new faculty a nd stu government demonstration . The dent exchange program . ''All we
knew is what had been reported . "
protests
have escalated as the number of pro- Barnet! said they stayed in the H aitest related casualties grew. The last tian capital of Port-Au-Prince, where
' official count of the number killed in there were no disturbances, but that
the demon strat io ns is 12. But, they had heard rumors of the turmoil
Gergoire Eug~ne, a promine11t elsewhere in Haiti.

•

•

Aquino has called for a ''reconsideration'' toward this issue by both
the Philippines and Washington.
''I want to maintain the warm relationship with the United States but l
also would like to see Philippines being a sovereign state,'' she said.
Presently, there is a growing insurgency group in the Philippines
aimed at overthrowing the Marcos
.
'
regime.
Last week about 350 miles south of
Manila, 11 soldiers and a civilian
were killed and the New People's Army claimed responsibility.
Earlier in the campaign Marcos has
criticized his opposition of being
''weak'' and alleged that if it assumes
power, ''the insurgency groups will
take over and Philippines will turned into a communist state.''

Uganda Swears In
·
New Leader
Chinyere Emeruwa
Hilltop Staff Reporter

f arrakban Detained
In,~Lon d·ori""·x ·l-rp o.rt.:
his family ··are believed to have
diverted their trip to Nigeria . ''
Hilltop Slaff Reporter
On Wednesday in Washington ,
Farrakhan held a press conference at
Minister Louis Farrakhan of the the National Press Club where he told
Nation of Islam was detained for 17 reporters he would chaJlenge the conhours by British a uthorities in Lon- stitutionalit y of the Reagan addon yesterday. After denying him en- ministration's policy of restricting
try to England authorities said such Americans' visit to Libya.
Although, Farrakhan vowed that
action was ''taken to serve the inhe would visit Libya's Muammar
terests of the people.''
.~unwako

Dlamini

Khaddaffi .

Farrakhan and 13 members of his
family were on a visit to England, at
1he invitation of Black organizations
in that country . According to United
Press International Farrakhan and

•

'

In 1985, Farrakhan received a $5
million interest-free loan from Khad daffi with which he said would be used for the manufacture of beauty
products for the Black community.

Next Assignment:
Your future with
Perkin-Elmer

l

Perkin- Elmer believes the future belongs to·
those who can develop and perfect today's
technologies to meet tomorrow's challenges.
At Perkin-Elmer, the people with this kind of
vision and ability are quickly recognized and
well rewarded . These achievers and their
achievements have enabled Perkin· Elmer to
be on the leading edge of technology in analytical
instrumentation, semiconductor processing
equipment, computers, electro-optical systems,
and thermal spraying.
"
·

. _,Ji

Wednesday, February 12
Contact Vour.Placement Office
For Full Details
An equal opportunity employer.
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Recently, the army has been a"'used o( looting and of raping.
According to The Washington
Post. diplomats and clergymen have

,, s;onfirmeA-ti'\~~ '.'~~i"1inal~tiYities''

l, ~ w~at may app~ar to bea.i lrug-.. . ~Y · tb.• Ar~y. ;,

gle

, : ·' :

q 111 '

rCschedule its balance sheet of the
spot market.
.
Hilltop Starr Reporter
Analysts say that his reduction will
make Nigeria barely able to pay for
its debts becuase every dollar drop in
Nigeria's economy is facing oil prices means Nigeria will have to
tougher times due to recent sharp squeeze itself to pay for it . They also
declines in oil prices which may result said that more price reductions are
in hard times ahead as she meets con- still expected.
frontation with creditors.
Bimpe Okunsipe, Junior Business
Ninety-four percent· of Nigeria'sr Administration from Nigeria said the
revenue comes from oil and the drop in oil prices ''might effect our
1970' s oil boom made the country economy, but it will pass.''
plan many expensive projects that inSome Nigerian students fear that

capital. The lack of foresight and bad
governmental administration, made
this task difficu.lt and seem
impossible.
•
- Nigeria''-current foreign debt is

$18 billion.
The new .government headed by
Maj. Gen . Ibrahim Babaginda, who
took power last Auaust after a
bloodless coup that ousted Buhani
told foreign diplomants last year that
his country will not use more than 30
percent of its export revenue to pay
·its debts.
Subsequently, if Babaginda stir.ks
to his words, the recent reduction in
oil prices means Niaeria has to forfeit
some certainties of the world market.
Nig~ria may also be forced to

•

I

Savimbi Visit~et By Protest

Joy Erbabor

clude the building of a new federal

- ~ _,

guerilla warfare since Obote s
government.
Museveni's NRA has captured additional. territ?ries from government
troops, including KampaJa, Entebbe,
and Jinja .
.
.
It has also driven ex-president
'
Laura
Bigman
Okello's army farther north of the
Hill1op Starr Reponer
country.
•
He was treated like a visiting prime
Okello's wher~abouts ~re not
minister--Secret Service proteCtion,
known, but there is speculation that
chauffeured limousines, private au~e might be in exile in the neighbordiences with President Reagan and
1ng Sudan.
Secretary of State George Shultz.
Apparently, 1:-Jganda's economy
But from the day he arrived in
has sharply ~eter1?rated as a result of
Washington, Jonas Savimbi waspiet
t~e cont1nu1ng tr1~al struggle. Inflaeverywhere by protestors determir\·e d
t1on has escalated 1n Uganda. Bef~re
to deny him the leiitimacy that his
!ast year's coup, 600 Ugandan sh1llhosts were scrambling to confer.
1ngs could have been exchanged for
The leader of UNITA (National
a U.S. dollar, but n<?w. a dollar ex- .
changes for .1.300 sh1ll1ngs.
. , Union for the TotaJ Independence of
Angola) was in Washington from last
Uganda is curre.ntly spending
Friday until today in search of finan~bout 70 percent of its ~xport earn,ial aid for what he" describes as a
1ngs ~o pay back her foreign debt, acstruggle against ''Russian aggrescording to the World Bank. The bank
sion'' in southwest Africa .
sa~d U.ganda's soring ~onomy is
According to a United Nations
pr1mar1ly affected by the inadequate :
commission which visited Angola
food supply due to the use of
recently , ''It is impossible to
prim}tive methods of agriculture. Acdistinguish UNITA's forces from
cording to the Bank, _a bout 70 percent
those of South Africa." Togethef
of Ugand!i's .population t~e areas had
they have inflicted more than $10
good dr1nk1ng water 1n the late
billion worth of damage to villages,
I 960's, ~ut .now only 7 percent have
towns, industriaJ sites and infrastrucgood dr1nk1ng water.
tures, while killing thousands of
'A ngolans.
Responding to charges of collaboration with Pretoria, Savimbi
told the National Press Club on

Nigerian Economy ·
Faces Tough Times

~

I

l'dr tribar supremacy for ov~r a . . · M*~en! Has, ~llged. .-. lour-ye~r

decade in Uganda , the world last
week witnessed the swearing· in of
Uganda's third president within six
years.
Yoweri Museveni leader of the
~ational Resistance' Army (NRA),
came to power after a bloody military
coup that ousted Gen. Tito Okello
early January.
According to The New York
Times. Museveni has promised to set
up a broad-based government that
will be corhposed of all tribal and
religous groups in the country.
Prior to the coup, Museveni was
appointed by Okello to serve as the
vice chairman of his administration.
Defying the appointment, Museveni
said Okello's administration must
first stop what he aJJeged as ''violence
against civ ilians."
''My interest was not to be vice
chairman, but to serve the general
population," Museveni said.
Since dictator Jdi Amin who now
lives in exile, Uganda's arn{y has .been
accused by its critics of murdering the
civilians.
During President Milton Obote' s
goveritment, for example, there were
allegations that his administration
directed soldiers to kill thousands of
people from Baanda, one of the
tribes in northern Uganda.

Take advantage 'of this opportunity to launch your
career with a multi-industry leader who shares
your interest in your future.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
WILL BE CONDUCTED ·oN
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Haitian Protest
Rocks Government
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this incident may affect their scholar-

January 31st that the U.S. will have
to decide which is more important-getting rid of apartheid or fighting
Communism~

Savimbi said that South Africa
''has no possibilities of expansion."
On the other hand, he warned, ''if
you put apartheid as more important
than the Cuban presence in
Angola, "the U.S. will have to pay
ten times as much in a few years to
fight Soviet forces in the Cape of

Good Hope.

...

~. ' '·

-~

•
''South At.rica's back is up against
the wall,'' she said, ''and UNITA is
helping them pursue a war of regional
destabilization, a war for regional
hegemony which Pretoria hopes will
provide a counterbaJance to its internal weakness.''
Wilson pointed out that Angola is
a country rich with petroleuni,
diamonds and other minerals; and
that destabilization in Angola will
prolong South African occupation of
Namibia, where new oil deposits have
recently been discovered .
Jose Eduardo dos Santos, the
elected president of Ansola whose
regime is reco1nized by every country in the world except for the United

•

States and South Africa said that during the last four years, South Africa

has violated Angolan air and lfOUDd
SQace 4000 times, with 168 air attack~. 100 major land incursions,

Sounding a strikingly unusual note four landings by sea and countless air
for a ''nationalist, freedom'' Savim· drops of material from helicopters.
'..
bi added, ''I don't think it is in the
best interest of the United States to

lose

that

ship status.
strategic area and its minerals.''
Tosin Munis, a senior in Zoology
Meanwhile, in the street outside the
said, ''l pray this docs not mean a cut National P..t.ess Building. over 200
in foreign exchange provided for people wer~ picketing, including
students abroad.''
South African exile Dennis Brutus
Nigerian Embassy officials were and former CIA Angola station chief
not available for comment, but there and whistleblower John Stockwell.
are speculations that the Country Nearly as many demonstrators rallied
might take further austerity measures aaain that night in front of the Hilton
in dealing with the soarina economy. Hotel where Savimbi was addressing
Nigeria is still expecting Western the American Conservative Union.
bankers to reschedule payment of the
At another demonstration across
1
debts.
from the Mayflower Hotel last SunOkuspie said ''we are just praying ..day, Jacquelin Wilson of the
and hopin1 for a miraCle to happen. Washinaton Office on Africa pointed
Maybe creditors will be patient out that Solllh Africa has both securienou1h to work out something ty and economic reasons for backina
positive.
Savimbi's organization.
'

•

••The lirSt thlni we have aot to dO

is inform

ourselves~''

said Wilson.
'Howud students must dan•ncl
courses on Southern Africa. Tiie
1

African Studies proaram noods to~
stmiathoned at this time, insteod of
dismantled.''

·

I

•

•

•

-
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Nigerians Protest
'
Stereotype

•

)

•

f
J

•

(

I~

~~

I

~

what most of them saw as ''grossly
inaccurate'', '' highly exaggerated and
vindictive'' ,. ''sad and written in a
bad -taste'', and accord,ing to Emmanuel OkQye, from New Jersey, ''a
case of one bad apple that spoils the
rest.''
~
There arc about 47 ,000_Nigerian
citizens presently in the United States,
students, professors, medical doctors, business people and all, but ac-

'

•

cordillll to The Washingron Times. an

\.

\'

estimated number of some 2,000 arc
involved in various kinds of crime.
These crimes the article said, range
from falsifications of ·facts and
documents, bank and ·credit card
frauds, to mail and insurance scams,
embezzlement of some government
aid progrmas, to gu.n and narcot_ics
trafficking. According to a senior
U .S. Justice Department official, as
reported by T~ Agres an~ J~rry
Seper in the article, '' The Nigerians
involved in narcotics are among the
most vicious and deadly of them all,''
and the estimated amount of losses
in these schemes run in the tune of

•

.)
•

i
-/ '
•

-v, i

'

(

"hundreds of millions of dollars."

BUSA Race Is · On
Last Friday's Speak-Out in the Undergrad,uate Library Lecture Hall marked the official start of the 1986 political season
on campus. Then, two slates of candidates outlined their
platforms
for the future of Howard Student Association (HUSA),
thereby setting the tone for what may be just one of the better
races
in recent student government history.
.
Past HUSA campaigns have been peppered with slogans
which have consistently failed to capture either the interest
or imagination of most students. This year's contest rnay differ
from those of the past if candidates can use their rhetorical
skills to put forth concrete proposals for HUSA's future direc"
!ion and can reframe from the abstract I and irrelevant
ptonouncements which most past aspirant. to HUSA office
' have lived and died by. 'Apathetic' students, 'Strangely enough;
have issues which they feel very strongly about and which m11st
be addressed. It would be testimony to the politrcal acumen
of this year's candidates if they can effectively explore these
•
issues.
The presence of an all-female slate in this year's contest is
both a healthly and a-progressive development. The Hilltop
sincerely hopes, that sex (of the candidates) would not become
an issue in this campaign, but that the novelty of an all-female
slate will spark some intere~t in what is generafly a lack-luster
affair.
Much more significant than the novelty of two females running for HUSA office, is the fact that all of this year's HUSA
hopefuls possess some experience of the intricate workings of
students goverhment - a fact which canno~ be said for more

j

faculty members charging the univer-

sity with racial discrimination.'' Your
readers may be interested in finding

out what m)'. ''bankrupt ideas'' are .
First I ain an unabashed and
ideas or• me in defending and ''los- unaPologetic advocate of the needs,
ing'' ''numerous law suits,'' ''for ex- interests, and rights of Blacks. See
iunPle ... two cases b rought by white Tollett,
.
- ''Blacks, Higher Education
.
, .

·-
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All~ editor are rc9d wttb u.cm.c 1h.,.•1b ..,_may not .now- ua to prinl wh one. Su~
-.. rud be cJPld ud doull~
ud no hcc Wn X1D WGl'dl. Tht 1 1w"' ror 1ect1rt i. Moedaf' p.m. Write: n.e Hilltop, 2111 Fourth Stnlt, N.W., w·~"" 00 • o.c. The H''bop r ' 4 the
riPt to edk all~ tclitor.
,
.•
pqe or '11llr /llaopdonot n 1; 11 rily reflect the opiniool of
HcArud 11al•erdt1, lu ad•lii1traclon, the Hilltop Board or the 1tude~t bodJ. ''

''The opiniom expi 1 1 oa. the

date (1981); Black Colleges as In- unapologetically, but also forcefully

struments of Affirmative Action and forthrightly without ''shuffl'' Black Lawyers, Their Education ing," "h~f stepping," or "head
and The Black Community,'' scratching ''
Howard Law Journal, 17 (1972):326;
The ado tion of the Reconstruc(space), ''The Viability and Reliabili- tion Amendments (13th, 14th, and
ty of the U.S. Supreme Court as an 15th) advanced both the principle of
Institution1 for Social Change and equality and the special interest of
Progress Beneficial to Blacks,'' Black Blacks. The United States and theLaw Journal, 2 (1972):205; id., Part various states did not properly or
II, 3 1973:5; Commentary: ''Disen- consistently enforce these Amendchantment with the Egalitarian ments and their implementing civil
Revolution,' ' ''Washington Univesity rights acts, wronging Black~ as a
Law Quarterly, 1979 (Spring):421; group and entitling them to affir· Black Institutions of Higher Lcai:n- mative..actior. relief individually and
(1982); Jeannette J. Leonard & Potia collectively. Thus, governmental
P. James, ••A Color-Conscious decision~m_§king may correct inCostitution: The One Pervading Pur- dividual and societal discrimination .
pose Redux, ''The Journal of Negro To correct societal discrimination,
Education, 52 (Summer 1983):189; Black ·colleges may take race into acH.O. Reid, K. Tollett, & Gabrielle count in their admission, hiring, and
Woods, Memorandum: ''The Legal promotion policies. The principle
Constitutional Justification for Race behind these ideas has been supSpecific Language in Title III of the Ported fully in many court decisions,

Higher Education Act of 1965,"
(March 6, 1984).

~

•

cases

The above charges were directed
against two ethnic groups in Nigeria,
the Ibo and Yoruba tribes, who constitute about 40 percent of the
Nigerian population. The article cited
Woofter, a detective of the Burena
Park, California, police department,

as saying that keeping up with the il-

legal operations of Nigeria"ns ''is a
losing battle, '' and it's like spitting in
the wind .''
Ted Agres and Jerry SCper, also
stated that ''many of the Nigerian nationals engaged in narcotics and
fraud come here under student visas''
and that ''some 19,000 Nigerian
students are registered with the U.S.
Immigration and Naturalization SerVicc'' and that ''most of these are
bright and well-educated and have
come ·to work on their master's and

questio~ed

am

enclosing copies of all of the

above for your review, flies, and
ther reference.

fur~

June 28, 1983 decision, in a footnote

stated that they bad been waived in
what lawyers call obiter dicta. Chief
Judie Aubrey E. Robinson, Jr., in

his decision of June 21, 1983 in-

dicated that procedural technicalities
barred the University from auertina.

the theory of defense •soocioted with
my views or ideas.

If the ideu or theory I have been
advancina is rejected, it will be !qally

the United States. The Ambassador

called the article 11 mischievous'' and
said that necessary actions would be
taken against these charges. He also
made a comparison~ ''you will
recognize that the incidence of araft
and corruption in Niaeria pales into
insignificance when cOmpared to

~

what obtains here in the United States

on a daily basis, one would have
thought that this awareness would induce in your correspondents some
degree of sobriety, and a sense of
proportion ·and responsibility in
reporting on eve"nts affecting inother

country. The Ambassador finally

'

questioned
such
journalistic
Motives, ''arc these all gimmicks in~
tended to increase sales by deliberate·
ly denigrating Nigeria and her na·
tionals or do you have other un·
disclosed motives?''
.
•. 011.~ jioward student, Mr. John
Ukawuilulu, a junior Socioloay ma·
jor commented about the article,
••the article was a calculated attempt
aimed at discreditina Nigerians ll)d
the Nigerian government. The' author
is an armchair theorist and a
charlatan.'' Ukawuilulu said that all _
p~ople commit . cri.mcs .and in
America doing such 1s a SJgn of a
healthy society. ·
·
·· ·
Emmanuel Okoye, of Union College, said that ''the pr~blcm is environmental and not racial. There are
so many innocent, trustworthy, ~d
disciplined Nigerians in the Un1te4
States, but it is unfortunate that one
bad apple spoils the innocent ones.
Professor Raphael Obidigbo, City ,

University, described the article as

tbe intej)t of iuch \;Vesterq,_ .. ~bidi&bo,j grlllblale au-

slantttl JbdtrfaJl'Sifi '1ha'f t1'111ves on

dent at Williani :Paterson Colfege in

their weaknesses, exclusively to

''over generalized and too decorated

discredit them. Agboli described the

with offendillll words to damage our

unfair.
In a letter to a Washington, D.C.
local newspaper, ~ Agbofi had ~kcd
''Why do you only focus on ~ the
negative aspects of life in the devCloping countries?'' ''Could it be'',
Agboli continued, ''that you had 1
other ulterior motives of which we
may not be aware?''
In a two-page letter to the EditorIn-Chief of The Washington Tunes,

credibilityc_''
_
to jud.gc us by our good Qualities ilUld
meaningful contributions to the ·
~erican society, we may take legal
actions to stop that iournAlictir
·m.adne,jS. That is what we plan to do.
America has its own weaknesses, but
journalists pretend to be in exile; wh~
it comes to the other Amencan.
Noel Buba, a student at the University of the District of Columbia, said
that ''American journalists will never

judging other nations and peoples by
~ic!c .~ ''highly exaggerated and

of January ·31, 1986, the Nigerian ·
Ambassador to the United States, k- , .
natius C. Olisemeka, expressed
dissatisfaction and disappointment at
such Western journalism _that alwa~

New Jersey, saw the article as beillll

report any good thing about other
nations, except to portray them as
11
evil empires'' producing criminals,
ldi Affiin's, poverty and hunger, and
name-other vices.'' It'~ disheartening.

very, very difficult to maintain mos't, Th'~ fundainental position and.idea I
if any, of the predominantly Black am advocating arc that it is not too
universities and colleges. The basic late!
hiring standard for appointment to
anO promotion in university faculties·
I
Very
truly yours,
is a research or professional doctorate,·of which Blacks have less than Kenneth S. Tollett
five pe·r cent in all categories of the Distinguished Professor of Higher
professions and disciplines. This Education
could mean that practicalfy any

disgruntled white applicant with a
doctorate may have a prima facic
case of 11 racial discrimination'' in any
institution With more than ten percent

Dissemination of
Misinfortation

of its faculty Black. This does not

mean ihat the University can arHoward University, the so-called
bitrariliy engage in racial discrimina- · Mecca of Black Education and Infortion. It docs meait it can give mation, has a dissemination problem.
preference to Blacks in admissions, The problem is this. Whenever a
hirings, and promotions. to correct Hilltop reporter or other campus
societal discrimination against B~l<i news information service inquires
and advance their human capital and about current events or happeninas
educational development .
on campus, they run into a wall of
ignorance. Even the university's inMany Blacks need to attend information officer doesn't know
stituions in Which they are a majori- what's aoin& on it sc: 0 •s. Or, you
ty for the positive re-enforcement of have ·a situation where campus securi-

creditable models of success, psycho-

-·

socially congenial and nunuring set·
tings, and the insurance aaainst a
declinina interest in the education of
Blacks. Justice Miller stated in the

Slaughter-House Cases of 1g73,

which was the first authoritative
discussion of the Reconstruction

Amendments by the United Statles
grounds. The ideas I have pushed for Supreme Court, that he doubted ever
Law School's 20th Anniversary nearly fifteen years were not
Celebration of Brown v. the Board of seasonably and fully advanced in any in the ·history of the United States
Education and the Washington of the cases concerning Howard. that the Equal Protection Clause
University School of Law Quest for Therefore, to the extent that my ideas would be used except for the benefit
Equality Symposium; and eodina were presented, Judae Pratt in his

with a special edition of The Law
Journal of Nearo Education and a
legal memorandum of opinion supportina recent Conaressional and
Senate bills to make Title Ill racespecific. These settinp do not usually g.i,y~ currencv to bankrupt ideas. I

issues affecting Nigerian nationals in

''sad, but the American system instills in all a survival of the fittest
mentality. The system creates somt\
bad apples and we can't help it.'' . ~
Nigerian nationals in New York,
New Jersey, and Washington, D.C.
·
are still planning to protest and have
made it clear that necessary actions (
doctoral d.egrees .''
. .
\\'.ill be taken to bring an end to this
. t>r. Chr1stoph~r N. Agbol1,_.D1r~- slanted western journalism. One protor of Information at the N1ger1an
-:- fcssor said that ''if they do not want
1
Embassy in Washington, D .C. , has · abuse.''
-·

ranging to the Harvard University

ll'econd, the characterization of me

.'

plus two !!!!J>ortant decisions of the

United StatCs Supreme Court.
Many may not realize that the
ideas I have advanced, which the
University pai:tially invoked in two
court
tn 1983, were not disposSchool Civil Rights Lectures which ed of upon their substantive merits
featured Chief Justice Earl Warren;\ but upon technical, procc;dur!ll

Many- Of the above nine
. . . monographs,
papers, articles or lecProduction DI.rector ,
tures were presented at symposia,
beginnina with the Notre Dame Law

•'*""·

'

as ''vociferous'' is probably an allusion to the fact that I advocate the
needs, interests, and rights of Blacks
not
only
unabashedly
and

--

l

Lanita Pace

I

•

IDltt lllil

Editor

-

and Integration,'' Notre Dame
Law)'._cr, _ 48 (1972): 198; (space),
ing: Inadvertent Victims or Necessary
Sacrifices? : with 1981 Prologue Up-

•

C hilling Fac t s'' (Hilltop, Jan .
24,1986) states that Howard University relied ''heavily on the bankrupt

recent HUSA candidates. Experience is a vital requirement
for anyone aspiring to HUSA office, for there is an urgent
need for redefining HUSA's role and improving the tarnished image, both of which are necessary to return respectability to the office.
Whoever wins this year's elections, will in addition to dealing with the pressing internal problems of the executive, inherit three major issues.
First, there is the ongoing Anti-Apartheid campaign. Any
future HUSA president must decide whether to continue with
the.gestures of protest or seek to offer more tangible support
to the oppressed Blacks of South Africa.
·
Second, a future leaqership must step up the Afro-American
Studies camP,.ign. The current efforts have been ineffective.
•
, and the Unjversity's Administration has contin"!ed, to r~~~ce
the existing Afro-American Studies program.
'
The third and most crucial issue which a new HUSA executive may have to contend w.ith is defending the interests
, of students in the face of the drastic budgetary cuts which are
likely in the forseeable future. Past HUSA administrations
have not been able to lobby effectively in President James
Cheek's office. One can only hop.e that future efforts at
representing the student body may be more successful.
For now, we have a wide open race and the Howard community is no doubt waiting to see the trends which may evolve
during the course of this historic race. The Hilltop will not
endorse any of the candidates, however, we reserve the right
to provide our readers with full coverage of all aspects of the
campaign. Elected office is a noble aspiration. To the aspirants
we say; Let the Contest Begin!
.

Letters to The Editor
rf>e:ar Editor:
Marcus G. Robinson 's ''Some

respondedts deliberately made of

angered Nigerians plan to protest for

...

\

sees developina nations in the
negative light, sayina ''I am most
disappqintcd
by
the
1ross
misrepresentation which your cor-

In response to an article in The
Washington Times, ''Nige·r ian Nationals arc New Syndicate Plagueing
the United States,'' January 27, 1986,

of the recCntly freed slavesfor whom

it was obviomly adopted. Justice
Powell in the Bakke case conceded

ty doesn't want to say anything until
t~ey set clearaace from the U_aiva;sity Relatioqs Office. The Uruverst-

ty Rel8tions Office checks back with
security to fmd out what happened
bcfore aivina campus security pennis-.
sion to talk to the Hilhop.
Let's grow up and be big boys and
girls and be·responslble for what we
say to the press. This cbeckina bldr
and forth with the information ol'fice
to find out If it is O.K. to explain the
rue or crime wbicft you jut • • ii
just plala i - 1 It ii only DlllUral
for the mritla to-tolll the
You know the !Ive hMic W's (who,
what, when, wb =re, why). When you

r-.

ut a 1uppa1ed authority about a

Justice Miller correctly stated the subject iUCb • • -* it ii difQrisinaJ inMGt of the Reconatrutlon flClllt \o -lnf-rie•, Lot'• face
Amendments, but added that the ln- it, Ho••d U tlsa 111 ii lookinc ..
ttat had be 1n ••vmuany atranaJecl in unjnfotaneil ID m&o1zof tlle puMic.

ill infancy'' by ''j•tctic:el r=ictk>nivn''
and that it was now too Jatc to retuni
to that oriai0 1l intent, 1ncanlna1 or
1
' one pervadma pwpos~. ''
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who miiy request this service, while
Vocational Testings also given if requested, to help individuals decide
which career options they are best
suited for . Interview training and
Resume Writing Workshops also
· held to help prepare individuals for
making smooth transactions into the

about some particular topic, career
interest or personal ~oncern .. .... but
were too embarassed to ask, due to
the lack of anonymity or confidentiality: . .. "Your names do not have to
be revealed if you wish to remain
anonymous . Just address the letter to

world of work .
At the Hilltop, our readers are our
main cOncern , and we are always
ready, willing and hopefully able to
assist you personally, thi'mflb this
column. Please address all correspondence to : ''DEAR CAREER

"Dear C.C." .... and sign, E.J ., R.B..
CONCERNED
STUDENT ,

COUNSELOR"
C/O THE HILLTOP CAREERS

P sychologists
1

to

Specialists. On a personal level,
where individual responses are requested privately, the service will be
free to all Howard. University
· Students. We shall be happy to assist
everyone else, through reference to
one of our consultants agencies, or
service organizations, at the
minimum rate for the kind of service
desired, whether they be colmseling
sessions, or workshops. Of cou rse,
we shall be happy to provide all written information, including in depth
research, or merely contact persons,
and the telephone numbers of helping professionals at service organizations . For example, the Howard
University Office of Career Planning
and Placement is sit uated in the C. B.
Powell Building, Annex l, and you
may .call 636-7514, and a Career
Counselor would always be happy to
assist you. The Office is equipped to
advertise jobs for our subscribers free
of charge. On the other hand, should
you need a part time job, full-time
lc areer opportunity, or you wish to

•

by
E.J. O'Connor
H illt op Careers Editor
Students are hereby reminded that
the Careers 86 · page is run with
students in mind . Articles and columns are of the students, by the
students and for the students,
primarily. We welcome comments
and feedback from you at all times .
For this reason we have seen it fit, to
establish a column exclusively for
your input , interests, aspirations and
suggestions for future issues. Should
there be some burning issue which
you would like to see addressed,
please drop us a line and let us kno,v,
and we shall be happy, to accommodate you as much as possible . Yot
may send open letters to the editor,
clearly stating your position, or concern on any particular issue, and we
shall take cognizance of this fac1
while preparing the next week's ar·
ticles. Inquiries and co mments ma)
b~ sent to : THE HILL l 'OP
CA RE ERS EDITOR
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SUMMER-~,.,
.,,

FEBRUARY 11, 1986
AT&T

' .
FEBRUARY 12, 1986
CALLING
ALL
HOWARD
GENERAL ELECTRIC
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS '!liHO
COMPANY
. ARE IN NEED OF EMPE.OYHAMILTON BANK
NAVAL AIR DEVELOPMENT MENT. ALL INTERVIEWS,, ARE
CONDUCIED AT THE OFFICE
CENTER
PERKIN-ELMER CORPORATION OF CAREER PLANNING .AND
PLACEMENT .. .636-7515. : ..
FEBRUARY 13, 1986
INTERVIEWS WILL · BE .<;:GNAMOCO COPORATION
DUCTED ON THE FOLLOWING
BRISTOL-MYERS COMPANY
DAYS NEXT WEEK
"
DOW CHEMICAL U.S.A.
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NAFEBRUARY 10, 1986 HEWct!Tf
TIONAL LABORATORY
PACKARD
(....
METROPOLITAN LIFE
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS
INSURANCE CO.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS$
PFt'L.hK INC .
SEABOARD SYSTEM RAILROAD MECHANICAL ENGINEERS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERS
MBA'S
FEBRUARY 14, 1986
•
BAMBERGER'S
FEBRUARY 13, 1986 DOW
BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
CHEMICAL COMPANY
MOTOROLA INC.
NEW JERSEY IllEPT. OF ACCOUNTING MAJORS _.
FINANCE MAJORS
TRANSPORTATION
PHILADELPl;llA WATER DEPT. MANAGEMENT MAJORS
UNITED ENGINEERS & CON- MARKETING MAJORS
CHEMISTRY MAJORS..
.
STRUCTORS INC.
CHEMICAL
ENGINEERING
(JRS.)
FEBRUARY t8. t986
BEST FOODS
FEBRUARY 20, 1986 BANK OF
CECO INDUSTRIES 1NC.
CLEVELAND ELECTRIC IL- AMERICA
ALL MAJORS FOR MANAGELUMINATING CO.
MENT INTERNSHIP
CONTINENTAL BANK
MCDONNELL ·
DOUGLAS
SIGN UP IN THE PLACEMENT
CORPORATION
OFFICE FOR INTERVIEWS!
PHILADELPHIA NAVAL
FOR F\)RTHER INFORMATION,
SHIPYARD ,
YOU MAY CALL THE OFFICE
AT 646-7515 .
FEBRUARY 19. 1986
BELL ATLANTIC '
BROOKLYN UNION GAS
Special Note .
.
COMPUTER SCIEN,CES
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7, IS THE
CORPORATION
THE M.W. KELLOGG COMPANY LAST DAY TO REGISTER !:OR
M/ A-COM LINKABIT, INC .
ON CAMPUS INTERVIEWS AT
TOLEDO TRUST CORP.
THE OFFICE OF CAREER PLAN'
NING AND PLACEMENT AT
HOWARD UNIVERSITY FOR
SPRING SEMESTER 1986.

',,.,

'Photographs Transcend
Reality'
Cynlhia I. AsbUr}'
Hilltop Staff R.epor1er

'
''Bowen S photographs transcend
reality. They evoke feelings of sen·
timentality normal/)' reserved for
ri\1ate reuniof1s. ''

-Brian V. Jones. Manager

Moor/a,1d Spi11gatn Research Center
Howard U11i1 ·ersit)'
~Vashi11gton . D.C.
The field of photography is competitive and the salary is good depending on. the 1ype of photography.
One way to get a job in the field is
to get a contrac1 " ·ith a magazine,
newspaper , or fa shion designer .
Another way to make sure your
cus1omers keep coming back is to do
outstanding work and 10 have dif-

•

•

•
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Info rmation

.

. :1

Vour
.I
Sug·a:estions·
o·
count

aCcess to a traii;ted staff of consultants, ranging in professions and
careers from Clinical and Counseling )

..

•
EXXON
.
FEBRUARY IO, 1986
FEDERAL
REOULATQRY
DURACELL CO. USA
COMMISSION
"
LSI LOGIC CORPORATION
LOCKHEED ENGINEERING & THE TIMKEN COMPANY
MANAGEMENT SERVICES CO.,
INC.
FEBRUARY 21PO,IRA986TION <
MANUFACTURERS HANOVER AMDAHL CO
TRUST COMPANY
ATLANTIC CITY ELEc;TRIC
NATIONAL
CITY COMPANY
1
CORPORATION
. DATA GENERAL
PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL GIBBS & COX INC.
ILL LYNCH & CO., INC.
MERR
BANK
~ N"WS
TRANSAMERICAOCCIDENTAL
NEW
PORT
,LIFE
SHIPBUILDING
.

JOBLESS, etc ... Don't forget to inEDITOR''
elude your sex, age, career objective
2217 4th STREET, N. W.
or aspirations, and your concern or
HOWARD UNIVERSITY
grev1ence .
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THE ''Dear Counselor'' Column
is here to be used by all our
HILLTOP subscribers, in general,
and the Howard University Community, and our own students in particular. This column ·is being run for
the expressed purpo$e of answering
'•all the questions y~ wanted to ask

through the Careers Column, or

I

.
.
Recruiters :
Corner

also done free of charge for students

questions will be answered, · either
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apply for a "Stay in School" position, we shall Qe only too happy to
refer you. Vocational Counseling is
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ferent styles of pictures for cuStomcrs
to choose from. A type of picture
that is new, but catches the eyes of
customers is fourth dimensior.
photography.
Fourth dimension photography is
a type of photography that can be
produced in limitless picture sizes.
According to Garfield Bowen,
''Fourth dimension photography
represents a breakthrough in speci8.I
effects photography.'' He said, ''It's
an original concept designed to create
a realistic illusion in the midst of self
expression.' 1
•
Garfield Bowen, a third year acco unting major in Howard University' s School of Business and Public
Administration, is a hard working
student as well as a talented and
motivated photographer. This past
year, Bowen had a display in the

Blackburn Center which featured the
special ptioto technique, which he
calls
''fourth
dimension''
photography.
When asked how he first got interested in photography, Bowen said,
''My interest in photography goes
back to my first photography course
in the eighth grade. I was fascinated

with the art of photography and
started collecting information to
learn more about photography as a
career possibility,'' he said.
Continued on page 7
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If you work as a full time teller for Riggs, you can receive reimbursement for up to two pre-approved business or job related
courses per semester through our tuition assistance program. To •
take advantage of this employee benefit. you must be a Riggs
employee prior to registering for the courses which are to be
•
reimbursed .
·
Riggs is looking for part time/evening students to work full time as
paying & receiving tellers. Candida.tes must have strong
.
communication skills and speed and accuracy 1n cash handling.
Riggs has a policy of internal promotion and we'd like to show
you how to. b4fld a career in banking. Come see us, Monday
through Thursday 9:00 a.m. to 11 :00 a.m . ,
·
•

Employment Office. 1120 Vermont Avenue. N.W., Washington, D.C.
'
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THE MOST IMPORTANT BANK
IN THE ~10ST lf\.1PORTANT CITY
tN THE WORtD .

•
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Bowen aot hla phot-hy experBowen's future plan la to be acer• !be by spending time and money !ear· . tilled public accountant. Altl.!®fb he
nina how to take and develop pic- · does not pllllt'-to -be a profeas1onal
tures. While in the I Ith and 12th photoar•pher, he says that
a;rades. he was on his high school photography will be his hobby and
yearbook staff u photographer and second SOl!fCC of inoome. When askhe, along with friends, started ''Star ed what advice he would give to '
l.iaht Enterprise," which wu noted others who are considering
for special effects prom and portrain photography fore profession he said,
pictures.
''You need to be positive about your
''Star Light Enterprise'' was li- decision to go into photography

•

•

quidated, after Bowen graduated
from high school; an interest in
photography and continued his work

while here at Howard. He said, ''I
obtained an usbtant lab tochnlcian
job in the Photography Department
at the Moorland-Spingam Research
Center. I was educated and encouraged by my boss, Brian Jopes.''
For a year, Garfield Bowen attended Nassau Community College where
he held the position of Photo Eaitor
and also received an award for his
Outstanding service and dedication.

l•
'

Advertise
In
The Hilltop

because it takes time, but more than

636-6866

anythiiig you need money for equipment.'' He added, ''With determination you can accomplish anything.''

r

Don't Forge"t
· to Get
our Hot Spots I

Before resuming his studies here at
Howard, Bowen was introduced to

the technique . of fourth dimension
photography by Mike Campbell who
is a photographer in New York.
Bowen said, ''Mike Campbell helped

me expand my line of special effect
photography to fourth dimension

photography."

Why
Not
•

·

The Hilltop

Barry Love, Hilltop photography
editor said, ''Bowen's fourth dimensional ·photography is truly an art. In
my opinion, it is a division of
photography without an end. I
would, without question, look forward to be seeing a lot more of this
type of photography in the commercial World . This is certainly an idea
for which the time has come.'' Love
is currently a broadcast production
major in the School of Communications, at Howard and the managing
director
of
Love
Vi suals
Incorporated.
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FACT:

It

,

..

•

There are 533 reported cases of AIDS in
the D.C. area (as of·l/13/86). 90% of
the D.C. cases are gay or bisexual men:
52'Jr. are Black people; and 7% are IV
drug users.
AIDS is transmitted only by sexual
praCtices lnvoMng the exchange se111en,
or by blood to blood contact•
Sharing of needles by drug users is an
exceptionally high risk practice.
AIDS cannot l>e contracted through
everyday, non sexual contact.

FACT:
•
•

FACT:
.

FACT:

'

TO REDUCE YOUR RISKS
•

•

•

• Maintain good overaU health by Hmltlng or cutting
out drugs or alcohol. by ~erdslng, maintaining a
good diet and getting sufficient rest•
• Don't use Intravenous drugs. If you do,' never
share needles.
.
'
.
• Practice safer sex. Use condoms or don't
exchange
lnfonnatlon Is oui' best ~ and prewntlon Is' our Oflb'
vaccine. If you 11.-e questions, call the AIDS lnfonnatlon

semen.

Line 332-AIDS (l lm1rlOpm)
•

'

STARTS FRIDAY AT
A SPECIALLY SELECTED
THEATRE NEAR YOU
II
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AIDS Progrwn
Wlcltmmc-Wl!lher Cllnlc
233~8th Sb tet, N.W.
Wuhlngton, l).C. 20009
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of qualifications do you think the
officers should have?

What
type
next HUSA
What

'

programs should

r-~~~~~~~~-;

they implement?
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Theresa Mathis, Sophomore
Jacksonville, }1orida, English

Mike Smith, Junior
Washington, D.C. Economics

Juliette \Villiams, Sophomo"°
Jamaica, Pharmac)·

Mark Pittman, Freshman

'1 think the next HUSA executive
officers should be people who don't
make promises that they can't keep ,
nor plan on keeping . They should
also have- a genuine concern for the
5tudents. I think they should implement programs that would increase
student participation, student involvement, and stt1dent unit y.''

'' I think the next H USA exeCutive
officers should have good, sho uld
academic requi ren1ents and I think
they shou ld also emphsize participa;.
tion in activities and clubs that
Howard University would like to
have , such as the Economics Society, the programs ran over in the
School of Business by the st udent

'' The ne''' H USA officials should
be in good academic standing and
ha\'e been involved in various communit)' and sc hool activities. They
shou ld l1a\'e the love to serve all people a nd C hristian beliefs to help in
conq t1ering problems which are sure
to raise. I bclie,,e they should implement prog rams involving the comrnunil}' and Howard students as well
vis n1orc ·int ra-school activities,
<s.on1etl1 ing like a competition between
scboo ls. ''

''I think they should have the
minimum grade point average
already required, and most importantly, some sort of experience with
actual involvement . They should
have programs that involve the
freshmen year-round.''

1

1

body. I think the HUSA executives
should be sensitive to the needs of
those type of programs that are put
on bY the ind ividual schools. As far
as their qualifications are concerned,
I really do think they should ha\'e
good grades and try to be more in clined to go to class."
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Stephanie Colbert, Junior
Winston-Salem, N.C., Radiologic
Technology.

Bloomfield, Ct., Engineering

.

•

•

'' I think that the main qualification that the officers should have iS
that they '. re honest individuals. If
they are not honest, then they can't
gain the trust of the people so
therefore they can't do a proper job.
They should be very intelligent so
they will be able to handle any type
of problem whether it be intellectual
or basic needs and they should also
just be straighr-up nice people. I
think it would be nice if they could
have some type of programs for the . . .
community around Howard . If community members could sc!C ROSitive
things from Howard students, then

perhaps they would like Howard
students a little better."
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An education iP ~·OL1r cf1ose11 n1ajo r.
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ists. and other professionals.
Our scholarships cover full tuition
and required fees. They also provide an
an1ount for books. supplies and equipment.
as 11·ell as an allo1vance of up to $1,000 e~ch
school vear they.re in effect.
if you think all scholarships just
pro,·ide you 11·ith a college degree, look il)tO
an Arn1y ROTC scholarship. You'll be in
for quite an education.
'
~or more information. contact your
Professor of Military Science.

And an education in becon1ing an .An11v
officer. You get both 11·ith an An11v ROTC
scholarship.
Ar.n1y ROTC is the colleo.e rro?fan1
that trains \'OU to becon1e an l1Ricer. a1eader

So

and a 111anager
.
•

)'ou take ROTC along 11·ith ,·our
other studies. and graduate ,,·ith both a
degree
an1..i a second liet1te11a11r's co111111is.
~

s1on .

Best of all. you can put both of \'our
educations to 11·ork right a11·a\'. In today°;
n1cxlcn1 l1igl1.-tccl1 Ar111)·.

'

•
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ARMY ROTC.
BEALLYOU CAM BE.

,,.e 111.."'ed cngi111.."'crs,

comn1t1nications experts, co111pL1tcr s~"'1.."'cial ·
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Cadet Colonel Charles C. Rice, Jr. is a 4-year Army
ROTC scholarship student, School of Business,
Howard University .

'
•

•

•

••

For Further Info. Contact:
'

J"of"sor.J!f__Mili1ary S<itac<
~

H,ali, Room 20A

Howard Univ!'1.i1)', Wasbinaton, O.C.
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Foster 'Wrestles'
With Achievement

•

'

Howard's attraction was so strong
that the school not only got George
for fall registration but also his
younger brother Eric. Both brothers
_ eipcet to graduate this ye~r, G.cor~e

in Decen1ber with a degree 11)<Elcctnal
Engineering and Eric in May with a
degree in Botany.
foster plans to join the Air. For~e
following graduation. Concerrung his
experience here at Howard Foster
said ''I've enjoyed the experience
herC. Coming from a small
predominately white town of about
15,000 people the environment at
Ho...w~d has been good for my
ove~l · growth as a person.
Since this is his last year of competition as a wrestler, Foster has..set

G~rge - Fos1cr

takes down a

~!aware

-- ---- - .

.

high goals for himself and his team.

(jeo(frry Morpn/Hilltop St•ff Pholoer~

mates. ''I hope to make it to the nationals, Howard has not had a
wrestler )'et to compete in the Na-

tional Collegiate Athletic Association's National Tournament. I would
also like to sec some of my teammates m.a ke it as well," said Foster.

State wrestler.

J

The only scholarship offers Foster

·A1though the team has never sent

Hilltop S1aff Reporter

received were from Howard and Ap-

a wrestler to the N.C.A.A., Foster

pallacian State, but Appallacian State

has obtained his optimistic perspec-

never really had a chance to get

tive from his coach Paul Cotton, who

duce one notable football player,

according to Foster is his source of
motivation, along with ·his brother
Eric. ''Coach Cotton has_9on~ s_g
mu'Ch for the progr.;~ since taking
over in my freshman year. Before he
came there was a lot of conflict between the wrestlers and former coach
Cecil Diggs. Coach Cotton's overall
attitude concerning wrestling is just
tremendous; he motivates the team to
try to attain high goals, ''Jsaid Foster.

Joseph Ancrum
•

\Vj8.shington, D.C. is a long way Foster because an older half brother
from the small town of Lake City, in Ricky Clark was attending Howard
Florida, 60 miles sout.hwest of and highly recommended the school
Jacksonville, but senior 134-pound because of its strong academic
wrestler George Foster is glad that he curriculum.
mac!F the triP so he could attend
Ho'.'.'l'ard.
So Foster picked Hwoard and
FiYe years ago he decided to attend became Columbia's first wrestler to
Ho~ard after graduating from Col- receive a scholarship to wrestle for a
umbia High School, where he wrestl- college, although the school did pro-

ed for 3 years as well as played football i Foster won the district and
regi0nals in his senior year, and placed (ifth in state competition. His
ove~all recorti was impressive, 70
wins and 18 losses .

..

former Notre Dame and Green Bay
Packer, and now C.B.S. sportscaster
Pat Summerall.

This Valentine's Day,
.. -g~tllt.@ti~.~

~
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UCF 's Tony Marini (12 points) is t rapped by Rober1 Jones. Earl Smith, Robert Mc ilwaine

and William Stuar1 .

Bison Win
Streak
Snapped
at
10
.
'
ROcky Gholson

reason why we lost," said Assistant

Special t.o the Hillt.op

Coach Cy Alexander.

points with I : 17 minutes remaining
in the game.

ThCBiSon were led by guard Fred
Hill who scored a season high of 32
points and pulled down five
rebounds .
''I've had to be very patient, said
Hill . This year my role is differe~t on
this team and I've made the ad1ustment ."
Early in the game Howard shot
well .from the outside. Guard Michael
. Jones' key jump shots exemplified
that shooting. By the end of the half
the Knights were trailing the Bison by
three points.
·

Forward Earl Smith (11 points, 7
The Howard Bison (12-6 , 6-0) fell
rebounds) led a BiSon comeback,
one game short of tying one of their
scoring five points in the final
longest winning streaks (11), after
minutes of the game. Howard closlosing to the Knight of Central
ed the Knight's lead to four points
If things do not turn as Foster Florida University (4- 15) 73-70 Mon(72-68) with 10 seconds remaining,
would like them to he plans to con- day night in Orlando, Florida.
but it was not enough to win the
tinue to enjoy his hobbies which are
Howard's bigge~t problem in t~e
game.
going to the movies, listening to game was .they did . not play so lid
music, especially his favorites, Earth
de.fense which has ~n a factor so far
''It seemed as though our team
Wind & Fire and Sam Cooke. And
~his season. The Bison were aver!!&became very complacent from winnalso remembering his philosphy that
1ng 11 steals per game and averaging
ing so easily before,'' said guard
life goes on whether things .are going
IS forced turnovers per game before
William Stuart. ''I think this game
the contest. In the game they only
good or bad.
has shocked us all back into the realistole the ball one time and force~ Central Florida took control of the ty of winning and losing.
nine turnovers, two in the secon
game in the second half with strong
half.
outside shooting and solid reboun: - - - - - - - - - - - - - ''This was the worst defensive·
Darren Prit:e t:on1ributed. to this report .
game in 10 games and that's the.basic ding . They extended.their lead to 10.
!-....:~~;.-----~--=--~~~:....._="!-"!"-""~
'"--~~"-'""""'""'~-'T
= l........iii
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Go ahead, show that special
som eone how much you

care by sending the FTD®
Hearts 'n' Flowers T" Bouquet.

•

A beautiful arrangement

.
.
.
1n an impressive

I

eepsake caddy. It's
so easy. just call
your FTD Florist.
Go ahead . Do
something really

•

exciting!

VALENTINE'S WEEK IS FEBRUARY 9-15.

•

'

I
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THE KAPLAN CURRIOJWM

R:>RCAREERCLIMBER£

I 'LSAT,
, MCAT,
GRE,DAT,

-

).

cedMedical
~ds, TOEFL,
Nurs"
ds,

•

•

'

NI'E, CB , Intro. to
Law,S
...

• Electrlcal/Electronlcs Engineers
• Computer Scientists
,

Rea

AND MO'•"-

Our maJor research programs are:

• Nallonal DetenM (nuctear weapons and detenllve ayalama reaearch) • Magnelk: Fualon Inergy
• Law Pullon • lne1gy haearch • llomedlcal and lnv_.omnental ha1arch

For nearly SO years, Stanley H. Kaplan has prepared
"""' I milllon students !Or admission ond IJcensinll
So bebE you lake a test. prepare with the best. Kaplan.
A good srore may help chanie
ure. .

"°"'

'* "'·

ON CAMPUS

See your Placement offtce for more Information, or write to: .
Lawrence LIYermON National Laboratory, PO. Box 5510, Dept. JCR,
Livermore. ~ IMSSO.

FEBRUARY 13

An equal opportunity employer ml/h.
US. citizenship required.

THURSDAY

Urwversity of Cal1frxnia

111 • Lawrence Livermore
~ National I aboiatory
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Tickets for MODA Escbisionc, the
Annual Communications Conference

Fashion Show, which is sponsored by
the School of Communications Student Council, arc on sale NOW at
· Cramton. The price is SS. Tickets are

also available in Rooms 361W
Bethune, and 816 Meridian Hill .
STUDENTS-FACULTY Top Prices

paid for used and ·unwanted textbooks with resale market value.
-- ·Time Jones TAJ 890~~ Service
~

722-0701.

Support A Student Enterprise.
The A .M.E. Campus Ministry will be

conducting its bible study class on
Monday Feb. 10 at 6 p.m . in the Little C hapel of the Carnegie Building.
All are welcome.

Models-Male and Female. Register
now for the D-:C. area 2nd Annual

Star Search. Registration Deadline
Feb. 27. Call 703-527 -0240 or
703-524-5252.

Gospel Skate
Mon. Feb. 10 from 7-10 p.m. at the
Alexandria Skatina Rink, 807 Asaph
St. Alex . Ya. 703-836-6160. Featuring Guest D.J. Mr. Don Edwards
Miller WYCB Radio . Cost: $2.00
(admission) Skate Rental $1.00 Sponsored by: The Christian Community
of Howard Unviersity. For
Transporation/information call:
Michael C. Worsley 202-529-5734 or
Hartford Hough 202-232-5659.
Transporation leaving Cramton Aud .
at 6:15 p.m .

THE ANNUAL STUDENT COUNCIL DENTAL HEALTH FAIR
WILL BE HELD ON SATURDAY,
FEB. 8, FROM 9 A .M. UNTIL 3
P.M. • AT
THE
HOWARD
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF
DENISTRY, LOCATEDAT600W.
STREET N .W.,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
••free Teeth cleaning for Adults and
Children.
Instructions in Oral Hygiene will be
given.
Free Blood Pressure determinations .
.Oral Cancer Screening.
Children's Identification prgoram
sponsored by the District of Columbia Dental Society.
Celebrate Black History Month! The
Spartacus Youth League invites
everyone to a video showing, ''We
StQpped the Klan!'', Friday,
February 7, 7:30 p .m., Blackburn
148-50. For more info. call 636-3537 .
The SPANISH CLUB will meet on
Friday, February 7, ~t I :00 PM , in
room 354 of Locke Hall . Upcoming
activities will be discussed .'

ATTENTION COLLEGE
REPUBLICANS: The D .C. FederaFor Sale: 1978 Datsun 200SX. Must -tion of College Republicans will hold
Sell Immediately!! Excellent MPG, their next meeting here at Howard,
Only 7 1,000 mi . $1250. Call Saturday Feb. 8, 1986 12:00 noon in
667-1505.
,,
the University Blackburn Center .
Please attend.
. Attention!! All Liberal Arts Students
intersted in being a member of the The American C hemical Society StuLiberal Arts Elections Committee are dent Affiliate will meet Wed . , Feb.
asked to caJl 636-?009 or come by the 12, 1986 at 5:00 p.m. All Who Want
Liberal Arts Student Council office To Go To New York Must Attend.
in Rm . 108 Blackburn before Feb.
12. 1986.
The C hicago Club challenges all
States and special interests clubs to a
!!LACK HISTORY ' MONTH bowling match. ''The Monsters of
ESSAY CONTEST. sponsored by the the Midway are Bac k.'' For details
Liberal Arts Student Council!!! contact: Hollywood 882-7890, Steven
Essay Question and Criteria may be 797- 1919, Toni 462-8478 .
picked up in Room 108, Blackburn
All Essays must be retl1rned b) Impoctant Chicago Club Meeting,
Thurs . Feb. 20, no later than S p.m. Friday, Feb . 7 in Blackburn forum .
MONETARY PRIZES WILL BE Discussion on Black History Month ,
AWARDED!!!
sweatshirts, and social activities.
IMPORTANT! !!
Audtions for the Blacks Arts FestivaJ
Variety Show and Comedy Show will You are invited to fellowship with the
Navigators C hristian Fellowship for
be held Tues . 'Feb . 25 .
Please contact Bridnet ta Watson or a fun filled evening Friday, Feb. 7th
Erica Motley at 636-6918 or stop by at 7:30 p.m . in the qasement of Andrew Rankin Chapel. Bring a friend .
the U .G.S.A. for further details.

-

••Georgians••
CLU B GEO RGIA is on the move
again this semster with many new activities about to blossom. So come
out -and continue to suppon one of
the top clubs at H oward. You fellow
homepebple will be ME ET ING next
THUSDA Y at 7 p.m. in Douglass
rm . 136. REFRESHMENTS will be
served. SEE YOU ;rHERE! !
MODELS! MODELS! MODELS!
Auditions for the Spring '86 Fashion
Show will be held Tues. Feb. 18 from
7- 10 p .m. in the East Ballroom of the
Blackburn Center. If you have questions contact Kim Braxt on at
636-69tg or 636-6919 .

Jamaica Spring Fling! March 17-22
MONTEGA BAY .
Enjoy your Spring break this year by
hav·ing a JAMAICA SPRING
FLING in Mont.ego Bay. March
17-22, 1986. Five nights at the Seawing Beach Resort . (Hotel is located on
the beach). Limited seats available!
For more information, contact
636-7003 Office of Student Activities
ot· evenings contact Val at 797-1967 .
There y.•ill be a very important
meeting of the North Carolina Club
on Thursday Feb. 13th. All members
are encouraged tobe in the Hilltop
Lounge promptly at 6:30 p.m . All
ot her North Carolinians are strongly asked to also be in attendance .

AFRICAN ART : For Artwork,
leather and snakeskin accessories, The LASC Sr. Class is sponsoring a
Beads, sculptures and Fashions, 1986 Senior Slogan Contest. This
slogan will be depicted on T-Shirts
Call:GBola 937-7180, 269- 1543.
and buttons for the erltire university .
Mohammed 369-7445 .
C heck us on the campus's vending School names will be applied accorstand s in frpnt of Cramton on ding . All entires must be recieved by
Feb. 14th in Rm . 108 Bla<kburn. 1st
Fridays.
•
Prize will be $50.

JUSTICE IN CRISIS: Voting rights
and civil rights under attack.
Alabama activists, scholars and
politicians discuss the issues. Wed . ,
Feb. 26th and Thurs. Feb. 27th from
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in the East
Ballroom Blackbum Center, Howard
University. Reception/ Fundraiser
Thurs. Feb. 27th from 7p.m. to 9
p.m . at the New Bethel Baptist
Church on 9th and S Streets, N .W.
All events are FREE!!
There will be a Coin Drive Fund
Raiser for the Carter G. Woodson
Center, home or the study of AfroAmerican History and Life. The
LASCSr. Class will be soliciting your
support door-to-door.
COURTENAY MILLER & TERI
BLOUNT PRESENT
"A VALENTINE TO
REMEMBER"
GEORGETOWNE HALL OF
NATIONS
36th & Prospects
FRI. FEB. 14th
10 p.m . to 3 a .m.
$3.00 til 11 :00 p .m.
Sweethearts free til 11 :00 p .m .

Personals
Mr. Anderson- Its been a while
sincC THAT office visit. WHERE '
ARE YOU? Would you like another
appointment? Law Office Typist
Andrew Palmer Geters- Enjoy
yourself in the land of LA LA. Will
miss you. The Get Fresh Crew
Lace- Your dow1·y is so high, someone will eventually pay the price.
Lang and Fresh
Darley- You are giving up the look!! !
The California Crew
9-8-83, Do yu want me- cause I want
YOU!!!
ERIK, it's always better the second
time around!!! SONYA
To Irma, The ''ultimate'' lady has a
beautiful body and a sharp mind .
YOU have possession of both. I'm.
VERY proud to have you for my
lady . Love, PO KEY

•
Attention campus organizations does Ricky & Herb,
Krystal B. from A .C.: What's Up?
Your Homebip
Courtney, Although we are many
miles apart, we know that the love we
share surpasses all barriers. I wish we
could be together on Valentine's Day.
I love you! Jullian
JRG, Can I have you to myself this
weekend? PLEASE??? Signed, The
girl who fed you juice and burnt toast
for breakfast.
Mr . Redd: I have my eye on you! Mc
.
Th1dne, You have to let go of that
Teddy Bear sometimes! Lenci
Good Luck Ricky & Herb! It''s
definately rime for a change!!!
~
Dearest Daphane, Good Luck . Be
strong. I'm pulling for you! from one
who knows what it's like.
To The Fly-Girls Of The Mid-west &
Etc.: Our Bang is worth the buck!!!
Scandles of Meridian

(Made to Order)
•

~

u ·air Care

ID

the H.U. Area

SPJ;CTRUM
l-IAI R Dt;SIGN
l-lai? [).signs J:.,,. Women &

The movement has just begun
But before long - everyone un·d er the
sun
Will know about the fallacies
Of their prejudice polocies
Boycot Coke! to be continued
HUSAM o-h-t
Howard
University
Student
Awareness Movement
~

To: Soosy Qu'e and Loiness,
Although 1'm not going to.get there
with you, I'm .very happy for you and
I'll meet you there just as soon as I
can.
Love you, The Whiner

Men

•

I

•

Shampoo, Blow Dry & Curl $20.00 w/ Condldoner

, Hair Cut, Blow Dry & Curl $21.00 'w /CondltloWe use Shampoo & Coadldoaer by Nau Prod-

•
WALTER KENNEY
OWN.:"

Hair Discounts For ·s tudents

233

~LA.

Ave. N . W.

WA8HINClTON. DC aooo1

'

Yo Rick and Herb : Everyone seems
to agree that it is time for a change,
but what did you (Ricky) do as LASC
president that proves yu can handle
the BIG job? You sounded impressive at the Meet the Candidates,
but so did Emory Calhoun and
Bryant Moore, now look what
THEY have accomplished ... Just sign
me as one who is looking at ALL of
the candidates.

Rhonda Gall, Happy 22nd B-Day. I
can almost guarantee this is going to
be one of the best years of your life.
As Phil would say Just hang with

TUE.• ,.AI. 'O·e eAT, 10-4

Penn Reluer with Cut & Condldoncr $35.00

Ri<.:ky Wilkins, We know you can
bring about a CHANGE. The SUNSHINE Girls

Pala and Jules, MeCt you at Friday's
on Friday! DRIVE CAREFULLY!!
Lush

Excuse me Rick, but have you heard?
Ona's got plans and so does Yvonne,
WORD! The best of luck to the
Alston/ Brooks Coalition . THE
RFAL DEAL (NYC)

1202) 332-2222

"

Ricky Wilkins & Herb Long, Good
Luck in yur quest for H .U.S. A .
Di-Ann

BLACK CRISIS
I can't drink it anymore
When I think about the gore
Drinking the blood of our brothers
and si'sters
Oh what horor

I

Ground floor, Blackburn
February 13th and 14th
Valentine Specials
or else call (202) 362-6210

•

CONGRATULATIONS
TO:
C hereese, Angie, Vanessa, Stephanie,
Susan, Tasha, Wendy, and the rest of
the PYRAMIDS!!!Best of Luck.
We're behind you all the -w ay!! Billy
and Herb Unnh! ! (TBNC) Yeah!!

Sexy,
TO Mike : My sweetie you are a very You a'.re everything a man could ask
SPECIAL pan of my LIFE and I for and more. You are warm, sen
hope that our love will continue to sitive, and kind, not to mention be- 1
grow. HAPPY VALENTINES ing incrcdi~ly gorgeous. I really don't
_DAY!!! Love Always, SUGG
deserve you but till}es have been hard
MARGARITA MAN,
recently . Please bear.with me . I realI'M GLAD WE FINALLY BROKE
ly do love you!! Thanks agin for the
THE ICE . BUT ... WHERE DO WE
snack, 1 was hungry . . H3T
•
GO FROM HERE???
LIGHTHOUSE LADY
.The Senior Class of Business is plan. ning a trtp to the Bahamas for Spring
Break. Anyone interested please call
Tony Grant or . Burl Thornton at
636-2681or636'5116

*Name Plates
*Plaques

*Paddles
*Shields/Crests
...

W .A .L., If I' were a god, I would
make the world all yours, if I were
a king you would be the real ruler of
my land, but all I am is me, and all
I can give is all of myself and all of
my love. Barry.

Howard U.: Have you seen that child
and are you going to the concert? All
in the name of fun.

J ...

J'

Miss Godiva: That chocolate is going
to get awfully sweet being near you
all day. Boy do I have a sweet tooth.
Lo&ic
Spanky Johnson,
I've been in hiding for a whole
semester, but now I'm coming out.
I like you - I like you a lot. Yes, I like
you. N.M.W.
Ralph Robinson, I'm bowling for
your heart hoping I'll get a strike.
your Bowlin& partner.

To WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
From: the returned DSP
I don't go home with strangcrs!!Ha,
ha ha, just kidding I I TAKE ME,
TAKE ME, TAKE ME HOMEll
Hey Wisconsinites!
Come check out your state club
meeting, Tuesda>'.• Feb. 11 at 7.:~.
We'll discuss T-shirts and any actlYlty
ideas you have. For location call Eric
at 636-0345.
ATTENTION
THE HILLTOP IS IN NEED OF A
PHOTOGRAPHY LAB TECHNICl AN.
ANY
INTERESTED PERONS PLEASE SEE OR CONT ACT BARRY LOVE, 636-6866.
SOCIOLOGY I ANTHROPOLOGY
ASSOCIATION (formerly club) is
calling a meeting Tues. Feb. 11 at 5
p .m . in Doug . Rm. 125. If you went
to a meeting last semester, Please
shop us. If you are interested in
Sociology/ Anthropology, then come.
For more information, Call DAvid
723-5441 or 636-7227 (5-9 p.m.) or
Dr. Fishman 636-6853.

Ricky Wilkins & Herb Long, YOU
LOOK MARVELOUS!!! The
NOBUCS, the National Organization
California Dream Team
•
of Black University and College
UPS- We met on a su mmer day and Students, will hold its neJt General
built something that 1 thought was Body Meeting on Thursday, Feb. 20
special . It was a friendship full of at 6:30.p .m ;-in the Human Ecology
warmth and caring. Overnight things Auditorium.
. . ...........
I
.
changed and you showed me that
special things, aren't so special. I will To SurgC (Aaron), My one and only , I alway•lovc you . Hope the New
never understand . Coral Ring
Year brings us closer together. P .S .
Rick & H~rb, The difficult we do Happy Valentine's Day. Love
right away, The impossible takes a lit- Always, Michelle
ter longer. Keep faith in your dream!!.
''E''
.
Leslie: I Love You . GOodbyc. Barry
Lady D., Good luck on your quest
•
for thoroughness, from those who
know! THE GUIEST REGIME
0.A.D.M.P.R.J .E . "The Queen
AVE SON
Sends Her Love''

i

Herb, The S-Boys from Philly arc
100 percent behind you. Good Luck!
•

C .C .W. of L.A., I didn't know you ·
st ill cared. But I suppose it's better
later than never . I've not forgotten
you CW, nor haye l forgotten any of
the tears, private jokes, the good
times, and the man:Y years of history
we have lived through together .
Altho\lgh it has been a while, I
sincerely hope that we will be able to
talk and some day be friends agaio.
No matter what, underneath it all, I
still care about you. JBK of LA
Hey Guy, Happy Birthday!!!! Relax,
it's only a number . Love, your ''better half' P.S . I'm talking to you,
John . ,
A TIENTION: Heart-Date, Intriguing opportunity for mature women to
enjoy life's finer things . Promised
evening of Artistic stimulation at
ballet, plus Culinary delights. No
strings attached. 636-2588 SLM Man
of Dubius Distinction
Sexy California Girl: When' the fog
surrounding your life ha's lifted,
you'll see someone who is truly crazy
._ about you. No joke. The ''Nice
Guy'' from New York
To: Roland "Buddy" Lewis: CONGRADULATIONS for winning the
Triples' Nightclub Talent Showcase.
(Sec, you did find someone who
thought you were funny.) From:
Bloody G .T.
ADABURGER, You're a . double
cheese with everything! Happy Bir·
thday and remember--1 zerbit ya'!
T.Q., Isn't it about time you drop the
facade and reveal to the world the
real machO, Herb-type-o'-guy you
arc?!

EASING OR BUYING
Cars & Trucks
(New or Used)

Office & Business
Equipment
Aircrafts, Boats
all 536-8419

LEASING UNLIMITED
INC.
'

-

The ·Hilltop
looking for a•
nowledgeabl
phot,0
lab
technician and
a lay-ou,t and
productio_n
assistant. Applications are
available atTh
Hilltop office.

Routte Coleman, my best buddie,
my ace boon coon, Milwaukee
homcgirl. Happy 21 tomorrow. Now
you are welcome all over like Master
Chaise. Love you, Yow Dusty Buddie, Francine.

Fric~rry.

Evcrythiaa will
be COPASETIC. Your partner in

C~,

f'rack

-

I

•

I
I

•

To E.T. & The Chicago Crew,
Better Luck Next Tim~! 2nd floor
Frazier
.
Grumpo, Life isn't so bad wtth the
fifth Marx brother. Happy fourth anniversary. I love you. Mary Lou
Retton

To: Troy White
If you haven't already, give up!!
I 'll see to it that you lose!!!

What!J. up C.? I had fun Saturday
night and I am still wondering if my
buddy' did also!?! You and your
Bacardi are always welcome to stop
by . A friend of a friend .

KAE : I believe that our friendship is
truly sincere. Friendships mean a lot
to me and yours is one that I will
always cherish. Don't ever CHANGE
JUST GROW . I LOVE YOU!!!
Stupid! Shaynee

To our own Kimberly E1mond:
Congradulations on m1kinl ClmpUI
Pal. We're sure the committee could
not have chosen a better ~· •
Also, good luck. on YOU! campa•p
forthcpositionofexecutt>elCCRtllrY .
(School of Liberal Arts). We are
behind you ISO percent. With Love
and Support, Your Hallmates, The
Girls of Baldwin 2

From: Poobie Doobie

Hey MD : Your are a Trip! I just
don't know what to say about you,
and from what I understand, no one
else does either. Think about it. (I
know that might be hard for you to
do since you don't think to often.)
Why don't YOU STOP THE
MADNESS? As if I had to sign my
name for you to know who this is
from...
;

Paddles & Shields

'

your club. fraternity, sorority, etc.
need a corporate sponsor for a wort})
while project or event? Well if it docs
Todd Johnson the Miller Brewing
Rep. for Howard is interested in
hearing your idea and discussing
possible ways to obtain funding for
your event ; Todd Johnson also has
information in regards to wholesale
keg prices for parties and picnics. If
you arc interested in a corporate
sponsor, buying some beer, or both
please co,ntact Todd between 10 - 11
p.m. at 332-5156.
·
To Queen Boobatu & Sally D . (With
the new Biscuit cut), I beat you to the
- punch, B cuz your botll out to lunch
Your plan to disgrace,.
My. name in this space,
May ca~se me to crack your face!
Everyone here will know that you
lied,
•
There is no baby gfowing inside.
Your little scheme will not include
me,
I' m not to blame for Ella-to-be.

· .
.
1
The main issue in your c1mP' &D lS
qualification, not gender, and you ·
arc by far the most qualified. Wyn- :
ton M .
·
Ricky and Herb, Much Wilhel and '.
much· success! New York'• Pin at '.

•

